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Chihuahua ffn readiness for the attack,
but General Villa proposes to direct
their movements in person.
American Citizen Arrested
The United States consul at Chihuahua has notified, the state department
of the arrest of Vicente Montoya, an
American citizen from New Mexico.
It was charged that Montoya contract
ed for cattle for which, he could' not
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Fake Money Circulated
Douglas, Ariz., Jan. 28. Chaotic
business conditions in Cananea and
other towns in Sonora, Mexico, were
reported today to have-- followed the
discovery that a large part of $250,000
of unsigned constitutionalist currency,
lost in transit from the printers in
New York recently, had been placed
in circulation.
The discovery was made after the
arrest of W. D. Gooch, manager of a
store, and two clerks, who were charg
ed with having refused to accept the
new bank notes.
They proved that
the signatures were forgeries. Many
merchants are said to have found that
they held quantities of dubious paper,
and reports were circulated that the
unexecuted notes had fallen into the
hands of unscrupulous officials who
had forged signatures and sold them
in bales at 10 to 20 cents on the dollar.
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WITHOUT PORTS OF ENTRY THEY
HAVE HARD TIME GETTING SUPPLIES
Washington, Jan. 28. Published reports that Japan was selling arms to
the Huerta government and that President Wilson had discussed that phase
of the Mexican situation with members
of the senate foreign relations committee Monday night, were characterized at the White House today as "an
old story revamped."
'
It was stated today on the authority of a. sena tor who attended, that
during a general talk those who favored raising the embargo on arms expressed the view that the Huerta government was able to procure
tion with ease from abroad. They did
not contend that the Japanese government was directly concerned, but declared that ammunition had been
commercial
bought of Japanese
houses.
It was stated that the subject was
discussed incidentally in connection
with the argument that the constitutionalists were at a disadvantage in
the present struggle without ports of
entry, such a3 the Huerta government
holds. White House officials declined
absolutely to say what the views' of
the president were on the subject.
Many Marines at Vera Cruz
United States marines at Vera Cruz
now number about 00 with the arrival of the detachment from the Panama Canal zone. " Major Smedley,
commanding, with his staff and one
company, have been assigned by
Rear Admiral Fletcher to the battleship Minnesota; three companies
have been divided between the battle-8hiKansas at Tampico. and the
cruiser s Chester and 'battleship
.' j
ginia at Vera Cruz.
American warships inobilizeq at
coast
Mazatlan on the Pacifio-siexlcahave been dispersed, the gunboat
Yorktown having gone to San Bias,
)
if- - .riiuuiiueu mr
ine armureu cruiser nllin1,..nnl.
n
Manzanillo and the supply ship
to San Francisco.
'
Bliss is Commended,,,,,, j "M
Secretary Garrison today wrot
General Tasker H. Bliss, commanding American troops patrolling
the Texas :horder, commending him
for the "intelligence, courage, activity
and rare degree of wisdom" with
which he has handled the border situation, including the care of refugees
from Ojinaga.
"I will be pleased if you. will communicate the substance of this letter
to the officers and men under your
command, so that they may know
their service i3 appreciated at its true
.value," wrote the secretary.
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To Reopen Smelters
"
Juarez, Mexico, Jan. 23. General
Francisco Villa arrived from Chihuahua today. He will confer for several
with representatives of miining

days
and smelter interests regarding the
rebel
resumption ot business in the
to Chireturn
will
then
He
territory.
huahua, which he calls the provisional
capital of the repubjic, to direct the
attack on Torreon.
With General Villa were Raoul Ma?
dero, brother of the late president,
s
arid several members of the rich
family,' who had been in Chihuahua since before its evacuation by
General Mercado's federal army. Most
of the Terrazas had remained to protect such personal property as had not
1 een
confiscated by the rebels. Jjiis
Jr., was still being held In
ti jihiiahua on orders ot Gureral Villa.
General Villa presence in Juarez
niii further delay the attack on the
federals at Torreon. Moot of the rebel
trcops have been sent soutowarJ from
Ter-laza-

ANARCHY

1914.

lieved it would not be advisable to let
the men whose accounts are to be audited choose the auditors.
Two negro delegates opposed the
change, on the ground that It was the
only way their, race could get representation, as they did not have enough
votes' to elect their members.
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SUIT IS COMPROMISED
Austin, Tex., Jan.' 20. A comproFLIGHT OF THE PRESIDENT LEFT ATTEMPT IS MADE TO KILL MILI- HOUSE INVESTIGATORS'
READY mise was reached here today In the
suit of the state of Texas against the
REPUBLIC IN A CHAOTIC
TARY OFFICERS AT WAL- PROBE
TO
MICHIGAN
.
AND
Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway
STATE
SENBURG
COLORADO STRIKES
company of Texas, in which the state
alleged violation of the state anti-trus- t
DLUEJACKETSM GUAISG AN ITALIAN IS AE1ESTED IS MAIL INTERFERED WITH? laws, and asked penalties of more
The terms of the
than $100,000,000.
were
not
made public.
compromise
THEY WILL ENDEAVOR TO PRO- PETER GUEBANGRO FOUND TO IS PEONAGE PRACTICED?
ARE
The suit, charging an Illegal merger
TECT LIVES AND PROPERTY
HAVE DYNAMITE IN HIS
IMMIGRATION LAWS BEING
by the Missouri Kansas and Texas
OF FOREIGNERS
SALOON'S CELLAR
VIOLATED?
Railway of Texas with eight other
roads In this state, was filed by AttorA
General B. F. Looney soon after
AMERICAN
SHIP IS SENT ARGUMENTS ARE POSTPONED IS THERE TRADE RESTRAINT? ney
the legislature early in 1913 had pass
ed a bill authorizing the merger.
DREADNAUGHT SOUTH CAROLINA HABEAS CORPUS PROCEEDINGS
Governor O. B. Colquitt vetoed this
THESE ARE SOME OF THE MATbut the legislature passed it over
bill,
TO ASSIST THE CRUISER
TERS THAT WILL BE
FOR UNION MEN PUT OFF
veto.
,
his
MONTANA

SENATOII

Walsenburg, Colo., Jan. 28. More
arrests in connection with the explo
sion of a bomb last night near military
headquarters are expected today.
an effort on the part of the
militia to learn the identity of those
responsible for the outrage, a coil of
fuse and a, few percussion caps were
found in the basement of a saloon, and
Peter Guebangro, an Italian, was placed under military arrest. The nature
of the evidence against Guebangro is
not disclosed.
The bomb, a crudely constructed affair consisting of a
Iron pipe,
packed with dynamite, exploded without doing any damage. The missile
is believed to have Been hurled from
a coal chute about 150 feet distant
from the tent occupied by Colonel Edward Verdockberg and his staff.
g

Washington, Jan. 28. first steps in
the congressional investigation of the
Cojorado and Michigan mine strikes
were taken today by the house mines
committee, designated to make the inChairman Foster called the
quiry.
committeemen together in an early
meeting to decide on plans. Although
several members of the house had contended that no federal question was
involved which congress had any authority to investigate, a resolution for
nquiry was passed by an overwhelming majority.
Specifically the congressmen will
investigate whether the postal service
has been interfered with, whether immigration laws have been violated,
whether there are agreements in re
straint of trade and whether peonage
exists.
There is a possibility that the Col
orado and Michigan inquiry may be
carried on some way, by different sub
committees. Resolutions of investiga
tion pending In the senate probably
will be passed over without further
action, inasmuch as the house has
voted to make the inquiry.
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Washington, Jan. 28. Under forced
draft the big battleship South Carolina
today is rushing across the Windward
passage for Port An frince, Haiti, to
join her bluejackets' and marines with
the forces of the armoured1 cruiser
Montana, for the protection of Americans and other foriegners. Left without a government by the abdication
of President Oreste, who fled to refuge on a German ship yesterday, the
island republic is threatened with anarchy.
Captain Russell of the South Carolina will be the senior naval officer on
the scene, and as such Will take whatever measures he deems necessary for
the protection of .foreigners and their
property without awaiting orders from
Washington.

EDITION.

SCIENTIOUS
Washington, Jan. 28. Former Senator Shelby M. Cullom of Illinois died
here today after an illness cf more
than a week, during wnich he hovered
between life and death. His last words
were a wish that he might have lived
to see the completion of the national
memorial to Abraham Lincoln, who
was his personal friend.
Since his retirement from the senate last March, Mr. Cullom has heea
resident commissioner of the commission created by congress to build
the $2,000,000 memorial to Lincoln.
A little more than a week ago
taken with the grip. I its advanced age put recovery beyond hope,
but his wonderful vitality postponed
the end from one sinking spell to
another. He was 83 years old and
bad a record of 50 years continuous
public service.
The former senator's last hours
were, divided lfjwn. e ' i
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Rebels Capture a City
STARTLING
EVIDENCE IN
Brownsville, Tex., Jan. 28. The cap
MURDER TRIAL
ture by Mexican rebels of the city of
Concepcion del Oro, .a the state of
Alamogordo, N. M., Jan. 28. Arguments
Zacatecas, together with its garrison
were started tnis morning In
of 400 federals, was reported to rebel
of IL H. Majors, charged
trial
the
Mexico
headquarters in Matamoros,
with the murder of his daughter,
today.
by poisoning. Taking of testiGeneral Eulalio Gutierrez, who com- in the case was concluded at
ocmony
battle
the
said
mauded the rebels,
the night session Tuesday, some of
curred last Monday and that 100 fed
the closing testimony being the most
eral reinforcements from Saltillo were
sensational given during the trial.
taken.
Mrs. C. A. Garrett of Alamogordo,
25,000
The city has a population of
discalled
by the state In rebuttal, testirich
a
center
of
mining
and is the
fied that Miss Jennie Sensentaffer
Public Safety Committee
trict. The capture gives the rebels
400
had told her that Mitchell Majors had
Port Au Prince, Haiti, Jan. 28.
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north
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jailadditional
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PERCENTAGE
MEXICO FLOCKS FOUND TO
BE INFECTED

SMALL.

Albuquerque, Jan. 2S. Six years
ago scabbies, the most dreaded of all
fiheep plagues, was general throughout
New Mexico. The disease was bo
widespread and so virulent that there
was rigid quarantine against this state
and heavy losses annually directly due
to the disease.
Today, according to the reports in
the hands of the New Mexico sheep
eanitary board, less than a half of one
per cent of the millions of sheep In
this state are affected with the
Sheep scab, as it Is popularly
known, practically has been wiped
out as the result of a five year campaign of rig-i- dipping and inspection,
carried on jointly by the New Mexico
office of the government bureau, of
animal Industry and the New Mexico
sheep sanitary board.
Secretary Robert H. Orews of the
New Mexico sanitary board has just
returned to his office here from Denver, where he attended the annual
convention of the American-Nationa- l
Live Stock association. "I went to
dis-cas- e.

Denver especially to meet Dr. Ramsay, chief of the field division of the
bureau of animal Industry," said Mr.
Crews this morning, "and to take up
with him the matter of the number of
inspectors to be assigned to the New
Mexico field during- tSe coming year.
Although the fcureau of animal Inwith this board
dustry

has all but wiped out scab in this
state, we are determined totally to
eliminate it, and to that end the same
rigid inspection and dipping which
have banished the disease, will be
continued during the coming season.
Six years ago sheep scab was ram
pant In, New Mexico. Today I believe
it is safe to say that less than half
of one per cent of all, the sheep in the
state are infected. We expect wholly
to wine it out in the near future. It
is true that the rigid compulsory dip
ping which has been required is in a
sense a hardship upon owners whose
sheep are clean; but the measure of
protection to them and Insurance
against future infection is. well worth
the trouble and expense in the end."
Sheep In New Mexico
"I believe, said Mr, Crews, "that in
stead of ranking fiftli in number of
5,000,000

sheep, as given by the last census, this
state should rank third or even second
among the states in number, oi sheep.
Montana, of course, as first, but New
Mexico is certainly a close second. To
day there are fully 5,000,000 sheep on
the ranges in this state in the opinion
of the best Informed men
"In view of the bard year just past,
the outlook for the coming season is
good for the industry in New Mexico.
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Itched and Hurt So Could Not Rest
Day or Night.
Nearly Tortured
to Death. Cuticura Soao and
Cuticura Ointment Cured,
"Our little boy
llollene, New Mexico.
first broke out In lit tlo yellow blisters about
tbe size of pin heads and thoy itched and
hurt so badlv he could not
rcst day nor night. In a few
'
and kept spreading until they
were as large as a dollar. Ha
had them ail over his body
and was nearly tortured to
death, as they hurt him so
liadly he could hardly sleep.
He would scratch and cause
sores
all over his face and legs.
great
"We tried several highly recommended
remedies but they didn't soem to help him
a bit. Nothing seemed to do any good until
wo got Cuticura Soap and Ointment. We
hadn't used the Cuticura Soap and Oint
ment but a short time before he was com
pletely cured without a scar." (Signed)
Mrs. J. H. Northcutt, Nov. 22, 1912.
Not only are Cuticura Soap and Ointment
most valuable hKlhe treatment of eczemas
and other distressing eruptions of skin and
scalp, but they are also most effective In
the trcatmont of pimples, blackheads, rod,
rough skins, itching, scaly scalps, dandruff,
dry, 'thin and falling hair, chapped hands
and shapeless nails. A single cake of Cuti
cura Soap (25c.) and box of Cuticura Oint
ment (50c.) are often sufficient when all
else has failed. Sold by druggists and dealers
everywhere. IJberal sample of each mailed
freo, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address post
card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
Men who shave and shampoo wit h Cu
ticura Soap will find it best for skin and scalo.
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The sheep went into the winter in
surprisingly good condition when the
DUNCAN
dry range of the past summer is re
called, and all things considered, and
as far as our reports show, we should
Tonight at the Duncan opera house tions toward a successful career in have a
very good year,"
his
will be staged what is expected to be
chosen, field. The element of povune of the best plays of the season, erty that so many have used in recit"The Common Law." There has been ing the love story of an artist having
a large advance sale, insuring a large been thus eliminated, one might Imag All! MY TIRED FEET
audience, and it Is thought there will ine that some of the sentimental featho a heavy sale at the boxoffice.
ures might disappear but this is not
ACHED SO FOR "TIZ"
There seems to be a deep seated the case, for Mr. Chambers has the
desire in the minds of most people, finer touches and the delicate techafter having read an absorbingly in- nique of a master.
How "TIZ" Eases Sore, Swollen
teresting book, to see the characters
Sweaty, Calloused Feet and
Albuquerque Liked It
with whom they have become familiar
Corns
The Albuquerque Herald had the
actually appear in real life, exchange
same
the
sentiments, experience the following to say about the play, which
same emotions, fight tne same bat- was staged In the Dune City Monday
Just couldn't
tles and win the same rewards in the night:
wait to take
flesh as they did in the cold type.
The dramatic situations well ban
wy hat off P
I.i no other book, and there have died, and pervading humor character
thousands dramatized, has the ized the performance of "The Comj lieen
polnfbeen more certainly established mon Law,"' an adaptation of Chamthat readfngr only conveys a part of bers' novel, last night at the Elks'
out suggest- tfctter.
'f ''The Conitiion
Robert AV. iveness ana interminable conversa
jTIumbors vivid masterpiece whiten tions, not to mention the endless let
now been dramatized and placed ters and so forth of the novel were
.'before theater-goer- s
for their approval. boiled down into a strong, incisive
"The Common Law" is a remark play, with a wholesome lesson and a
able play, dn fact, It is a more re clean flavor throughout and good actmarkable play than it is a book, and ing to cap it all.
Just take your shoes off and then put
the book created the most profound
The star, while not the heroine, was
aching,
impression upon thinking people In easily Renee Noel and her love affair those weary,
every section of the world. The char at "Rita Texis", with John Burleson, burning,
feet of j'ours in a "TIZ" bath. Your
acter of Louis Neville, the strange acted by E. W. Wilson, was a prettier
fascinating, philosophical and beauti thing even than the main theme. Miss toes will wriggle with joy; they'll look
ful girl, Valerie West, and their love Noel ia handsome and a finisheu act up at you and almost talk and then
story, the like of which has never ress. Miss Poe as "Vallere West," they'll take another dive Jn that "TIZ"
been written before, was wonderful whilo hardly up to the novelist's Idea bath.
When your feet feel like lumps of
even in printed form, but the charac of the
part was good nevertheless,
ters following Mr. Chambers' ideas and and Marie Dantes as "Sirs. Neville" lead all tired out just try "TIZ.
Sdddlng are seen in real life, the plot, was all that could possibly ibe desired. Its grand Its glorious. Your feet will
situations and
of build- The scream was E. C Davis as "Sam dance with, joy; also you will find all
the
wonderful
climax
up
of emo- Ogilvy" and as a comedian he is In pain gone from corns, callouses and
ing
tional pulsations, the result of which dubitably
t.
Paul bunions.
There's nothing like "TIZ." It's the
is a play at once thrilling, absorbing Bell as Louis Querlda made the
and gripping in its intensity.
only
remedy that draws out all the
proper Mephlstophelian villain. George
Mr. Chambers has not pictured the Kelly1 as Louis Neville was a trifle too poisonous exudations which puff tip
struggling artist in Louis Neville's gloomy in spots and a trifle too stagey your feet and cause foot torture.
Get a 25 cent box of "TIZ" at any
ase. He has shown a man of means in his talk hut otherwise was accept
in love with his work, and only striv- able. Altogether it was an absorbing, drug or department store don't wait
ing for higher ideals tn art, and using njoyable stagfrstory and applause Ah! how glad your feet get; how com
fortable your shoes f eeL Yon can wear
Jiia vast fortune to further his ambi was generous.
shoes a size smaller if you desire.
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T

LAW

Washington, Jan. 28. Thorough, dis
law
cussion of the Sherman anti-truand the regulation or corporate activity, with particular reference to the
views expressed by President Wilson
In his recent special message to con
gress, is to be had at the second annual meeting of the National Cham
ber of Commerce, which is to be held
in this city next month. Nearly five
hundred commercial
organizations
representing the business Interests of
the entire country will be represented
at the meeting. One of the principal
features of the meeting will be an ad
dress by Secretary Wilson of the de
partment of labor, who will speak on
The Relation of the Department of
Labor to Industries and Commerce.
The "Mischief Quartette" and lt'
Work
Each year the month of January
numbers its list of victims from in'
bronchitis and
fluenza, la grippe,
pneumonia. The prompt use of
Honey and Tar Compound will
beck the onset of a cold ana stop a
cough, preventing the development to
more serious conditions. Keep it on
hand. O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
Adv.
Drug Store.
Fo-lev'-

A pood TcmeJy for a bad cough is
MALLARD'S HOnEHOTJND SYRUP,
it heals the lungs and quiets irritation.

Price
i!d

and $1.00 per bottle
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
23c,

r.Oc
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tailored to order clothes. Don't let anyone sell
you who can't deliver the &oods. Quality is as
quality does, when it comes to tailoring.
--
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color matching the
rather high crowned
THE soft
made of velvet and trimmed sidered chic.

with wired moire ribbon has a premonition of spring modes In It First, it
Is considerably taller than the average
turban, and it is not brought quite so
far down over the head. The crown
is round, but made so by draping not
by shaping in the frame. The standing trimming is very tall and, if we
may credit rumors, will be followed
in the early spring by even taller decorations for which it is preparing the
way.

There is a wreath of standing fancy
feathers almost concealed by the
draping about the crown, and a little
bouquet of small flowers at the side,
set flat against the velvet, near the
'
brim edge.
This is a beautiful model and a sensible hat for midwinter. For early
spring,' the chances are that the hat
will run more to brim, and that the
poise on the head will be changed, because it must be changed in the event
of eccentric brims becoming the vogue.
If at this season it is necessary to
supply oneself with something new In
millinery, the pattern hat shown In
the picture may be faithfully followed
for design, and an
and
style be assured to
the wearer.
Many smartly dressed women are
wearing soft, light falling veils such as
that pictured here. Often they are of
black, and often they are in colors. A

FAVORITE AMONG
FRENCH

COIFFURES

IS THE CASQUE

--

Style and service spell satisfaction in clothes
you &et here. See our new woolens and leave
your measure TODAY. Prices reasonable.

THEATER TONIGHT

Jong-draw- n

li

Then consider the question of quality as well as
cost. Investigate the satisfaction and service-valu- e
found in

:
1

(
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Are You

"THE COMMON LAW" AT THE

?:

HfcG.

fyTWhQi'Hk

iSoHthSidoPkja

gown or hat Is con-

There Is no gainsaying the fascination of these veils when well adjusted.
They are pinned about the hat usually
and thrown back. But one may see
numbers of them on the promenade
that are worn over the face.
A hat especially good for southern
tourists, where more protection for the
eyes is needed, is shown in the picture, with one of the fine, black lace
veils thrown over It. For northern
climes a panama bat is a good choice,
but for a shape which must do duty
for traveling, and face all kinds of
climate and weather, a hat made of
taffeta is ideal. Often silk Is combined
with a straw or silk braid brim, and
oftener with a brim of hemp.
The trimming of this model consists
of several rather large,
silk
roses. One is posed at the left side
on the brim at the base of the crown
and two others at the back on the under brim. Small flowers in wreaths,
placed next the hair, under the brims
in new shapes promise to be very popular. In fact, the prophecy Is thai
with ruffled taffeta gowns and new'
furbelows coming in, millinery will go
back to ribbons and flowers for trimmings. It seems the more practical
and business like the American woman grows, the more she likes pretty
and feminine frivolities in apparel
for which let us all be duly thankful.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY,
half-blow- n

tnmmM over tne roreneaa ana sometimes the brow is left uncovered.
One may arrange the front hair to
suit individual taste and in the manner that is most becoming. The light
fringe is fashionable and if well man
aged, it is pretty. Nothing Is so beau

AMONG those coiffures which, are
in a style known as the
Casque," one is illustrated here
which seems to be much favored by
French women. It is a good choice
for the woman who has only a scant
supply of hair; but is by no means
confined to women with whom nature
has failed to be generous In this par
ticular. For the casque coiffure Is a
style that is liked for Itself and not
because it gives the effect of abund
ance where there is really dearth.
Where there is not much hair all
of it must be waved to dress it In
this style successfully. Otherwise the
hair is to be parted off and combed
away from the crovfh of the head, all
around, and ' the hair parted off is
waved.
Waving may be accomplished in
several ways. The curling iron meth- tiful as a smooth
and uncovered brow,
od for those who have time is most
but beautiful brows are rather rare.
comfortable. It will not hurt the hair
Many new coiffures are very high,
unless done too frequently. A second and
short curls are coming in. But
good method Is that of rolling strands with the advent of new
styles there
of hair, slightly dampened on kid Is mora
variety than for some time
rollers over night, and a third is to
and no one can tell which style
weave it back and forth on a heavy past,
will prove the popular favorite.
hair pin or a curler made for the pur
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
pose. But it may prove somewhat un
comfortable done in this way.
Fashions and Fads.
If the hair is clean, well brushed
The gold filled box purse is very
and slightly dampened before curling,
in vogue.
it will usually stay in wave for sever- much
Printed and Plain canton crepes are
al days, so that one must be willing
to spend time with the curling iron much liked.
Little silk vests are seen in the new
or resort to one of the other methods
chiffon blouses.
will
in
occasionally.
keep
Curly hair
Narrow effects at the foot of the
wave a week.
skirt are de rigeur.
When the hair has been waved, a
Yoke effects are much in evidence
portion of It is laid in a wide flat In the new suit coats.
coil at the top of the crown and pin- A few of the new coats flare slightnod to place. The remainder of the
ly below the hips.
hair is combed over this, arid all the
Broadtail is to be Immensely popuends fastened under at the base of lar, combined with velvet.
the skull. There is no chignon, no
Some dress suits have jackets
coils or braids.
Tim hair, in fact. reaching either to the waist or a few
makes a cap which fits loosely over inches below it.
s
the head.
White and ecru lacoa are oftea comThe front is rmrtod at mio side. bined on an afternoon
gown' with,
Sometimes a short lidst fringe is charming effect

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28
H. WOODS PRESENTS A DRAMATIZATION
OF ROBERT W. CHAMBER'S SENSATIONAL
NOVEL
A.
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A PLAY EVERY WOMAN
SHOULD SEE
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THE GREATEST STORY OF
NEW YORK STUDIO LIFE
.
EVER WRITTEN

THE BOOK DELIGHTED ALL AMERICA
THE PLAY'S BETTER YET

Stage Arrangements After Drawings by

,

CHARLES DANA GIBSON

An

Interesting Problem Handled With Great Delicacy

PRICES $1.50, $1.00, 75c

Seats at Murphey's Sunday

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN

WAGON
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Gross, Kelly
-
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Sole Agents

Colds to be Taken Seriously
Intelligent people realize that com
mon colds should be treated promptly.
If there is sneezing and chillinesw
with hoarseness, tickling throat and
couKhlnp, begin promptly the use of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
Is effective,
pleasant to take, checks
a cold, and stops the cough which
rmiseg loss of Bleep nnd lowers the
viial resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

A

Difference In Working Hours
man's working; day Is 8 hours.
His body organs must work perfectly 24 hours to keep Lira fit for 8 hours
work.
Weak, sore, inactive
con not do it. They must hakidneys
emmd
aim healthily active all the time.
ley
Pills will make them so.
You cannot take them into
n
your
without cood reulta fr,n.!
O. G. Schaefer and led Ctors
Drue
Store. Adv.
A
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
ORDINANCE

NO. 364

An Ordinance Creating the Office of
Milk Inspector Providing for the
Licensing and Regulation of Milk
and Cream Dealers and Fixing a
Penalty for Violation.
Be It ordained by the City Council
f the City of Las Vegas, State of
New Mexico.
Office Created
Section 1. That the office of milk
Inspector of the City of Las Vegas
tie and it hereby is established.
Appointment
Section. 2. That the mayor by and
with the consent of tne council shall
appoint a properly qualified person as
milk inspector to serve during the
pleasure of the mayo.
Compensation
Section 3. That such milk inspector
uhall receive as full compensation for
the performance of the duties required of him, hereinafter set forth, the
uum of 25.00 Dollars quarterly from
of sucit fees
the city treasury and
as are hereinafter provided.
License
Section 4. No person who keeps
wore than one milk cow shall sell or
offer for sale milk or cream for human food within the City of Las
without first obtaining a license
therefor.
Ve-K-

-

'

'

Application

Section 5. .Any person wishing to
obtain a license to sell milk and cream
within the City of Las Vegas shall
make written application therefor addressed to the city clerk, who shall
Tile the application and notify the
milk inspector of such application. The
application shall state the following:
(I) The name and postoffice or
twsinesg address! of applicant.
(II) The number of cows owned or
wntrolled by applicant and the location of applicant's dairy and herds.
(III) . That applicant will permit
the milk Inspector prior to the Issuance of a license to inspect
with the conditions of this ordinance his dairy and herd and will
permit a similar inspection at any
time after the issuance of a license.
If applicant sells or purposes selling
milk and cream not produced by his
own cows, the application must be
accompanied by a written statement
from the owner of each dairy or herd
where such milk and cream, is prod-weto the effect, that such owner
will consent to inspection by the milk
inspector according to the conditions
of this ordinance, both before tne issuance of a license ior the sale of
milk and cream by applicant In the
City of Las Vegas and at any time
after the issuance of such license.
If the herd or herds from
(IV)
which applicant proposes to obtain
Milk and cream for sale In the City
of Las Vegas have been within six
months from the time of making the
application given the tuberculin test
by an authorized inspector employed
under the authority of the state of
New Mexico or of the United States,
the applicant 'may state such fact in
liis application and present therewith
a certificate and results of such inspection.
Inspection
Section 6. It shall be the duty of
the milk inspector upon receipt of
notice as to the filing of an application to sell milk and cream in the
City of Las Vegas, forthwith thoroughly to inspect the dairy herds of the
said applicant together with any
dairy herd from which the approposes to obtain, milk
plicant
the
sale in
for
and cream
7ity of Las Vegas. Unless the appll-oan- t
files with his application a satisfactory certificate from an inspector
duly employed under the authority of
the state of New Mexico or the United States showing that all cows from
which it is proposed to obtain diilk
and cream for sale in the City of Las
Vegas, such inspection shall include
the "Tuberculin Test."
If upon such Inspection it be found
that such herd or herds are free from
tuberculosis and from all other contagious and dangerous diseases and
maintained in a clean and sanitary
condition, well fed, housed and cared
for, and that such dairy or dairies
are maintained and operated and the
milk and cream' therefrom handled,
sold and delivered in the City of Las
Vegas in a clean and sanitary man
ner and in accordance with all of the
provisions of this ordinance, the milk
to
intvpector shall file a certificate
that effect with the city clerk, tueom- mending the issuance of a license to
the applicant. The city clerk shall
thereupon issue to applicant a license
to sell milk and cream within the
corporate limits of the City of Las
Vegas, the said license being a permit
to sell milk and cream within the City
of Las Vegas for one year from the
late of issue of the same, but suoject
to revocation as hereinafter provided,

tost

of License

Section 7. The applicant shall at
the time of filing, his application pay
to the city clerk of the City of Las
Vegas the sum of $5.M per annum
Should it be necessary for the milk
inspector to give the tuberculin test
to such herd or herds, the applicant
ttiall pay diliectly to the milk inspec
tor bin fee for such services.

Issue of License
Section 8. The city clerk shall file
the certificate of the milk inspector
and, upon the payment by the applicant of ($5.00) Five Dollars, shail issue
to applicant a license to sell milk and
cream within the corporate limits of
the City of Las Vegas for a period of
one year from the date of issuance of
said license. The said license shall
be posted in a prominent place on the
premises or posted upon a delivery
wagon of the licensee.
Permission to Inspect Dairies
Section 9. If upon making the Inspection hereinbefore provided for, a
dairy or herd Is not found upon such
Inspection to conform with all respects to the requirements of this ordinance, no license shall ibe issued to
such applicant until such time l.s such
dairy or herd has been made so to
conform.
Upon the refusal ot any person licensed to sell milk and cream within
the City of Las Vegas to permit the
milk; Inspector thoroughly to inspect
his dairy and herds, or upon the refusal of any person from whom said
licensee obtains milk and cream to inspect any dairy and herd from which
milk and cream sold by, such licensee
in the City of Las Vegas is obtained,
the milk inspector shall peremptorily
revoke the license of such licensee
and shall file such revocation with the
clerk of the City of Las Vegas.
Frequency of Inspections
Section 10. It shall be the duty of
the milk inspector, to inspect In accordance with the conditions of this
ordinance all dairies and herds from
which milk and cream are sold in the
City of Las Vegas, at least twice each
year, and to ascertain Toy such inspections whether or not the milk and
cream sold Jn the City of Las Vegas
are being sold in compliance with the
terms of this ordinance. Additional
inspections shall be made whenever
there is reason to helieve that this
ordinance is being violated. All inspections shall be made without notice to the owners and keepers of
such dairies and heraa. The Tuberculin Test shall be applied once each
year by the mills Inspector in ah rses
where licensees fail to file with the
city clerk of the City of Las wsgas
a certificate from an authorized inspector acting under the authority of
the United States or the state of New
Mexico, to the effect that all animals
in the herds controlled by the respective licensees are free from tuberculosis. In all cases wnere the Tuberculin Test is applied ;by the milk Inspector, the expense thereof shall be
borne by the licensee.
Scope of Inspection
inspecSection 13. The
tions. made by the milk inspector shall
include all dairies and dairy herds and
all milk produced therefrom, and all
creameries,
barns, stables,
delivery wagons and all places and
implements and utensils, through, by
or from which milk and cream are
furnished to the Ctiy of Las Vegas
and its Inhabitants, and for the purpose of making such inspections said
milk inspector is hereby authorized to
open" any vessel containing milk t r
cream sold or offered for sale in the
City of Las Vegas and take a sample
therefrom not to exceed one quart of
milk and one pint of cream for the
purpose of testing and analyzing tbe
.
same.
Change in Source of Supply
Section, 12. It shall be unlawful for
any person licensed to sell milk and
cream in the City of Las Vegas to
change the source of supply of said
milk and cream, or any part thereof,
without first sending a written notice
to the milk inspector stating the
names of the persons supplying such
milk and cream, the location of the
dairies from which, the same is procured and the number and location
of animals added to the herds. If such
new source of supply nas not already-beeInspected in accordance with the
terms of this ordinance, it shall he
unlawful to sell milk or cream therefrom in the City of Las Vegas until
such, an inspection has been made by
the milk inspector as will meet the
requirements of this ordinance.
.
Milk Vessels;
Section 13. It shall ibe unlawful to
deliver any milk or cream in the City
of Laa Vegas except In scaled vessels.
or
All vessels used for containing
the
in
either
cream
and
milk
handling
dairies or on the delivery wagons,
shall be kept scrupulously clean and
shall be regularly sterilized with boiling water or live steam before each
time used.
Quality of Milk and Cream
Section 14. It shall be unlawful for
any person ta sell in the City of Las
Vegas or to bring into' the said city
for sale as human food, any unclean,
impure, Infected, unwholesome, watered, adulterated or chemically presfrvor
or
or
milk
cream,
milk
any
ed
cret-.produced under unsanitary con
ditions about the Iarn yards and dairies and stable3 or drawn or handled
in overcrowded, imventllated or unclean barns and stables; or any milk
or cream prepared for market in dark,
unclean, unventilated, unsanitary milk
rooms or collected or conveyed In unclean, unsanitary utensils or vessels;
semi-annu-

cow-yard-

"

or milk and cream handled In any way
by sick, unclean, diseased or unsanitary persons, or persons having recently been exposed to any infectious or
contagious disease, or any milk
drawn from cows watered with water
that has been contaminated by sewage or from cowa fed upon food that
has ibeen the subject of putrefaction,
or from cows within 30 days before or
seven days after parturition.
Stables and Barns
Section 15. All cows from which
milk, and cream are sold in the City
of Las Vegas shall be comfortably
sheltered or housed In buildings which
shall be well ventilated. All cows shall
be kept scrupulously clean, be furnished with abundance of wholesome food
and pure water and the buildings in
which they are housed shall be clean,
dry and free from cobwebs and from
filth of all kinds. The air of the
stables where cows are housed shall
be at all times free from dust, foul
air and unsanitary odors.
Temperature f Milk
Section 1C. Milk which la to .be
offered for sale in the City of Las
Vegas shall immediately upon being
drawn from the cow, be removed from
the stable to a light, well ventilated
room which shall be apart from the
stable and such milk 6hall be cooled
to a temperature of 50 degrees F. Such
milk before being bottled must be
kept in fly and dust proof receptacles
and, must at no time exceed a tem
perature of 60 degrees F.
Contagious Diseases
Section 17. No vesselsi in which milk;
or cream has 1een delivered to any
bouse under quarantine shall he re
turned to the dealer until such, quaran
tine has been lifted and then not until
they have been thoroughly sterilized
with boiling water or live steam.
Milkers

Section 18. Milkers shall wear clean
clothing and shall wash their hands
with warm water and soap before
each milking. The cow's udders shall
bo washed and thoroughly cleaned be
fore each milking.
Standard Established
Section 19. The following standards
of milk and cream are hereby established for the city ot Las Vegas:
For milk butter fat 3 per cent.
Total milk solids by welght.including
butter fat 12 per cent. For cream-bu- tter
fat 16 per cent by weight.
No milk of cream sold in the City
of Las Vegas as fresh milk or cream
shall contain more than 500,000 bacteria to the cubic centimeter.
All milk and cream sold in the
City of Las Vegas shall be free from
dirt, pus, blood cells and disease
germs.
Milk containing less than 3 per cent
butter fat shall be sold for human
food only when labeied and sold as
'
skimmed milk.
Renewal of License

Section 20. Every person licensed
to sell milk and cream in the City of
Las Vegas may prior to the expiration
of his license apply to the milk in
spector, for a recommendation for the
renewal of such license. If the inspec
tor is satisfied that the licensee has
fully complied with the terms of this
ordinance he shall make a written re
commendation to the city clerk stating
such ;fact and upon the payment by
the applicant of Five dollars as re
newal fee the city clerk shall grant
the applicant a renewal of his license
one year from the
for tbe period
dato of Issue.
Cows In Corporate Limits
Section 21. Kach keeper or owner
of one or more cows kept within the
fee
city limits shall pay au inspection
to the milk inspector of $1.00 per
annum whether the milk and cream
from such animals be sold or not,
of the said fee to be a part of the
compensation of the milk inspector.
If the milk Inspector shall find the
milk and cream produced from such
cows to fulfill the conditions required
by this ordinance and the premises
whereon such cows are maintained U
be clean and sanitary he shall issue a
certificate to the owners of auca
cows. If there be any condition that
should be remedied before the Issuance ot such, certificate, the inspector
shall require the owner or keeper of
such cows to apply the necessary remthe
edy forthwith under penalty of
confiscation by the city of such cows.
Penalties
Section 22.
Forfeiture
rridlk
or cream offered for
Any
(I)
sale as fresh mills or cream In the
inCity of Las Vegas found by the
herestandard
spector to be below the
tofore established, unclean, unsanitary
or prepared or sold In violation of this
ordinance, may be confiscated and
destroyed by the inspector.
Revocation of License
the mult inspect at
Should
(II)
any time find that milk and cream is
being sold by any licensee within the
City of Ims Vegas in violation of any
of the conditions of this ordinance, the
inspector shall have power to revoke
the license of such licensee and shall
forthwith file his revocation of the
said license with the city. clerk, whose
duty it shall be forthwith to mail a
licopy" of such revocation to thei said
said
licensee
a
that
notice
with
censee,
'

may within ten days take an appeal
from such action of the milk Inspector
to the mayor and health committee of
the city council. Should such licensee

28,
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CORD AND ROPE

Formation of 'Marketable Products
From Wood Pulp Is a New Industry In Europe.
desire to continue business during the
pendoncy of such appeal he shail file
An industry which has attained con
a bond with good and sufficient sureslderable
Importance In Europe, Is the
ties to the City of Las Vegas, in an
of cord and rope from
making
fixed
byi he mayor, conamount; to be
These new ropes are twisted
ditioned that he will while thus con- out of thin threads made from the
tinuing business, not violate anjr pro- pulp. At the present time these dig
enous fibre ropes are used more ot
vision of this ordinance.
less extensively In the foundries of
Fine or Imprisonment
The fine threads which
(III) Any person who sells or of- Germany.
make up these ropes are made bj
fers to sell milk or cream in the City
wood
forcing the chemically-treateof Las Vegas which is produced, obtain
or cellulose through very fin
pulp
ed, handled, carried or treated, con- tubes with running water, in which
trary to the "provisions of this ordin- ffley harden.
After they are dry they are perfect
ance, or which falls below the standards required by this ordinance, shall ly pliable and somewhat elastic, and
be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall may be spun or twisted Into any
form whatever. These minute elong
upon conviction in the police court of ated threads are
caught up as they
ibe
the City ot Las Vegas
punished by are forced
the fine tubes anil
through
a fine of not more than $100.00 for the spun into ordinary silken threads
not
and
first offense,
by a fine of
which are woven into a fabric resemmore than $200.00 or by Imprisonment bling silk.
A French inventor discovered that
In, the city jail for a period not exofmay be cut into narrow strips
paper
months
for
six
Flbsequent
ceeding
fenses or by both such fine and im- several millimeters wide, andIn that
cerafter these have been steeped
prisonment in the discretion of the tain chemicals which give them tenaccourt, but not more than one offense ity and durability, they may be rolled
shall be chargeable within a period and twisted Into threads, which may
be worked up into fabrics of various
of 24 hours.
Section 23. This ordinance shall kings and put to a great variety ot
take effect and be In force 60 days uses.
Another French chemist has discovfrom and after Its passage and publi
ered a way to make such fabrics, as
cation as required by law.
well as ordinary paper waterproof,
Knacted this 21st day of January, and a German inventor has produced
A. D. 1914.
,
a good quality of thin paper practicApproved:
ally waterproof.
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
Attest:
Mayor.
LITTLE MAN HAD HIS OPINION
wood-pulp-
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You Marvtl Haw Wcrct V.'. i
Eruptions Disappear e Hesfci
of Famtws Remedy

COURT

.....

GIFTED OKLAHOMAN DECLARED
TO HAVE INJURED A WOMAN'S REPUTATION

s.

"""A

d

i

CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.

A HEAVY BURDEN
A Bad Back Makes Life

Miserable for
People

Many East Las Vegas

A bad back is a heavy burden.
A burden .at night when bedtime
comes.

Just as bothersome in the morning.
Ever try Doan's Kidney Pills for it?
Know they are for kidney backache and for other kidney ills?
If you don't, some East Las Vegas
people do.

'

'

Read a case of it:
,
Moreno
J. Monroe, prop,
St., East Las Vegas, N". M says:
"Doan's Kidney Pills did first-clas- s
work in my case. I was bad off with
my back and kidneys. It hurt me to
bend or do any work where I had to
use my back. A sharp pain seized
me and I could hardly straighten.
My kidneys acted badly and gave me
a lot of trouble. A. friend told me
about Doan's Kidney Pills and said
I should try them. I did so and a
few boxes cured me. I. do lots of
hard work, but my back has stood the
test, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, solo agents for the United
States.
came 'Doan's
Remember the
and take no other. Adv.
tin-sho-

Foster-Milbur-

n

COLORADO Y. M. C. A. MEETING
Denver, Jan. 28. Denver has com-

pleted elaborate arrangements for the
reception ' and entertainment of the
annual
delegates to the twenty-sixtconvention of the Colorado Young
Men's Christian associations. The
convention sessions will begin tomorrow and continue over Sunday. Several speakers of national reputation
will be here to address the meeting.
h

IF TONGUE IS COATED, BREATH
BAD, STOMACH SOUR, DON'T
HESITATEI
Give "California Syrup of Figs" at
once a teaspoonful today often saves
a Blck child tomorrow.
ha:f-slcIf your little one Is out

Isn't resting, eating and acting
naturally look, Mother! seo if tongue
Is coated. This Is a sure sign that its
little stomach, liver and bowels are
clogged with waste. When crcs3, irritable, feverish, stomach sour,
bad or has stomachache, diarrhoea,
sore throat, full of cold, give a
of "California Syrup of Figs"
and in a few hours all the constipated'
poison, undigested food and sour bile
gently moves out of its little bowels
without griping, and you have a we,
playful child again.
Mothers can rest easy after giving
this harmless "fruit laxative," because
it. never fails to cleanse
the little
one's liver and bowels and sweeten
the stomach and they dearly love its
pleasant taste. Full directions for
babies, children of all ages and for
grown-up- s
printed on each bottle.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
bottle
Ask your druggist for a
of "California Syrup of Figs;" then
see that It 19 made by the "California
Fig Syrup Company," Dm't be fooled!
b.-ea-

AdV.

Bond.

In her suit against Senator Gore the
General Verdict of the Company Was woman asks $50,000 for alleged damThat He Spoke From Experience
ages to her reputation following alMore or Less Sitter.
leged advances made to her in Wash
Conversation had drifted once more ington when ehe called to see the
to the
subject of mar- senator in the Interest of her husroom
was full, band's candidacy for the position of
The
riage.
smoking
and almost every man had contributed internal revenue collector.
Mrs. Bond said that when she first
something out of his own personal
experience to the discussion.
saw Senator Gore in his pnivate ofSome said long engagements were
fice he seized hold of one of her hands
better than short ones, some held that
and her mesh bag, and that when he
marriage was an utter failure, and
others that it was the only thing that seized hold of one of her feet as 6he
sat talking to him she thought it time
made life worth living.
One perky little person Insisted that to go. He told her to see him again,
a man should be "master in his own she said. The second time they met
house," but was violently opposed by in a room at her hotel, she said. At
a regular giant, who believed in "leavthat time he attempted to sieze hold
ing things to the wife," and so on.
of her as she sat on the bed, she tes
sideThis subject, however, was
tracked by somebody observing that tified, and that when her glasses had
it was curious to note how little men been broken in trying to avoid him
almost invariably married large wo- she called for help and left in com
men. At this, a very small, unhappy pany with men who had come to her
looking little man burst suddenly into assistance.
life.
Friends of Mr. Gore have not hesi
"No, sir; you are wrong!" he protated
from the start to declare their
is
tested mildly. "In my opinion It
the big women who marry the little belief that the whole affair, as de
scribed by the woman in her testi
men!"
mony In Washington, was a "plant"
framed up by the political enemies of
Annals of the Fiji Kings.
Tanoa, Cacobau's father and great the blind senator to ruin his public
grandfather of the present Ratu, was oareer. Others ascribe the woman's
one of the most villainous of all the action to a desire
for revenge upon
kings who ruled in Bau. The history Senator Gore because he did not seatrocities
makes
his
of
professional
ogres like Nero and Catherine de cure for her husband the political apMedici appear like martyred saints. pointment he sought.
At his death his son, Cacobau, who
In view of the fact that Senator
succeeded him, strangled his father's
five wives, his own mother among
them, in accordance with the custom
of the land. Later in life, Cacobau
embraced the new lotu Christianity.
From the date of his conversion he
committed no more outrages and discarded all of his wives save one,
whom he married with the church
ceremony when both were baptized.
His eon, Ratu Abel, did not look very
favorably upon the new religion, and
mixed very little with foreigners, yet
no charges of cannibalism or other
cruelties were laid at his door. The
present Ratu Dadavu is a
man, and with his cousin Ratu
Pope, attended the University of Sydney. Christian Herald.

If

ymi should mert anyone varnishing it
with a gn-asointment, your bet adwould be to quit surb. things antl
attond to tlm blood.
To successfully fight any blood trouble,
ome eruptive wltin tlisi-ancull It 'xnma,
lupus, psoriasis, malaria or aerofula get
of S. S. 14.
under
blood
the
Inllupoce
your
It Is on of those rare medical forces which
act In the blood with the game degreo of.
certainty that 1 found In all natural tendencies. The miiuuer In which It dominate
and controls the mysterious transference
of rich, red, pure arterial blood, for tha
diseased venous biood Is marvelous.
Out through every skin port acids, germ
and oilier blond Impurities are forced lr
the form of Invisible vapor; the bowels,
kidneys, bladder and all tmunctorl? of th
body are marshalled Into a Bunting forco
to expel every vestige of eruptive disease.
There Is scarcely a community anywhere
but what has its HvlnK example of the
wonderful curative effects of S. 8. 8. Get
an
a bottle of this famous remedy
If your ease is stubborn r peculiar, writ
to the Swift Specific Co., 10 Swift BMg..
Atlanta, Ga.
Io not permit anyone tr talk yon intm
some useless compound they put tip n m
minarirmo tor K. !. s. jno Honest aruggisu
will do this.
Bore

vice

c
Gore is now & candidate for
tion the approaching trial and Its outcome are awaiited with keen interest
in political circles In Oklahoma. Many- persons well known in Oklahoma po
litical circles are involved in the case.
James Jacobs, formerly chairman of
the democratic central committee or
Oklahoma, and who has been promi
nent in politics for more than 2
years. Is one of tbe chief witnesses.
against Senator Gore. Another is Kir- by Fitzpatrlck land title attorney to
the state board of public land com
missioners and a brother of the lata
Congressman Fitzpatrkk of Tennessee.
re-ele-

How's This?

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that

cannot be cured by Hall's

Detention

believe him perfectly honorable in alt
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMKPCK.

Tor"

nail's Catarrh Cm is tafcrn
ly, acting directly upon the i:

Adv.

Makes Sswing a. PI fn
I

w

Cigarette Smoked by George Sand.
A curious relic of George Sand has
just been sold by public auction at
Paris. It is a cigarette case that belonged to tbe author, which contains
the charred end of a cigarette smoked
by her at the house of Doctor Lalle-manIn tbe case, too, as guarantee
of the relic, is a note signed "Cauvert,
by
engineer." "Cigarette smoked
George Sand at the house of Doctor
Lallemand, member of the Institute,
In the evening of November 8, 1846, at
Paris."
Evidently From Satisfied Diner.
Philadelphia waiters must receive
high tips if the statement of one of
them was intended to appear plausible. He was trying to dispose of a
$50 gold piece which had belonged to
a collection ot extremely rare coins.
On being arrested for complicity in
stealing the collection, the waiter asserted that the coin had been given
to him as a tip by a guest at tie
hoteL

If you could eliminate the tiresome drudgery of pedalling wouldn't sewing be a pleasure instead of a task ?
A General Electric sewing machine motor
i
attached to your machine does all the zvork,
giving any speed desired by a mere pressure
of the foot on the treadle.
Current can be drawn from any one of j our
electric light sockets at any time in any
room at a cost of but a half-cean hour.
.

a

nt

Let us explain Iiow simply the motor it ailac
easy the control iiow Mli. the i;
Ask us today.
how

r

'

mucous surfaces-othe systi-rtimonials sent free. Price "5
per bottle. Sold by all drujodsfs.
Take Hall's Family Pills for eons!!-patio-

Home.

The reason his name is James is
because it Isn't If it were, his wife
would identify him at once and there
would be no end of trouble. He went
to a physician the other day and said
in so many words: "When a man
has smallpox what should he do?"
"Do you mean that you have smallpox?" was the affrighted response.
"If you have," said the doctor, without
waiting for any further remarks, "you
nyist go to the detention home at
once."
"Detention home?" queried the other. "I have that already. My mother-in-lais visiting me."

Catarrhe

Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known,
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and.

d

'OTHER! THE CHILD
IS COSTIVE, BILIOUS

Oklahoma City, Okla., Jan. 28.
When the district court of Oklahoma
county convenes for the February
term next week one of the first cases
that will be brought up for trial, ac
cording to present' expectations, will
be the $50,000 suitfliled by airs. Julien
R. Bond of this city against United
States Senator Thomas P. Gore, Ok
lahoma's "blind man eloquent." Both
sides in the case hint that the trial
will develop some sensational feat
ures that were not brought to light
when the charges
against Senator
Gore were aired in Washington a year
or more ago.
Mrs. Bond, the plaintiff, Js 31 years
old and Is the wife of Julien R. Bond
of this city. She is of medium size
and rather striking appearance. Her
first husband was a dentist, whom she
married at 18, while he still had another wife. After her flirst marriage
had been annulled fihe became a
teacher of shorthand and was thus
employed when she met and married
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peace treaties proposed by President
much liecau.se it gave pain to the evidence of the keen interest that has
and which were so emasculated
to
Taft
been
state
in
the
aroused
in
this
it
because
but
gave
pleasure
bear,
4
movement to better the conditions of
by the senate that they never were
the spectators.
L
ij
ratified.
In spite of resolutions, sermons of rural life.
ESTABLISHED 1079.
The sessions of the conference will
denunciation and ecclesiastical proDuring the last few years his friends
TO
had seen him slowly fading away in
scriptions, the laity nrgely follows its continue three days. The program
own sweet will as to popular amuse- has among its leading features adbody and he 'became so feeble that
Published by
his voice in the senate chamber was
ments. This fact is finally Impressing dresses to be delivered by Professor
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
not heard farther than the clerk's
DEATH
"The
on
of
and
most
churchmen
Graham
the
Chicago
Taylor
thoughtful
(Incorporated.)
desk. His term ended March 3, 1913,
other methods of dealing with what Social Functions of the Rural Church"
and he was appointed chairman of the
all believe to he injurious to spiritual and Bishop Webb of Milwaukee, who
Editor.
fJ. M. PADGETT
Lincoln Memorial commission created
conditions in the churches are being will be heard on the subject of "Com(Continued from Page One)
One of tho leading munity Responsibility and the Rural
considered.
by congress to supenntend the erec
churches of America at each quad- Church."
of Great Britain and Ireland had not tion of the $2,000,000 memorial in this
rennial general conference wrestles
yet a population of 2,O00,000 ah told. city. The one wish expressed on his
Joints that ache., muscles that are No man who had not served his coun deathbed was that he might live to
with the language of its rules procertain specific amusements. drawn or contracted should be treat- try in some capacity in the Revolu- see the completion of the national meEntered at the postoffica at East scribing
SNOW LINI- tionary war had been elevated to the morial to his old! friend. His memoirs
admitted that the lan- ed with BALLARD'S
It
Is
generally
n
Us Vegas, New Mexico, for
MENT
to the spot presidency of the United States and of 50 years of public service, finished
It
penetrates
was
adopted
unfortunately
through the United Plates guage
condemna- where It Is needed and relieves suf- this; was the case until 1843."
a
ago,
general
years
only a few months before his final
forty
te&lls as second class matter.
tion of reading such literature and en- fering. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
Times and events in his own coun illness overtook him, concluded aftoF
t.
gaging in such diversions as could not bOttle.V Sold by Central Drug Co.
try were no less stirring and his part this manner:
I have: no great fear of death, ex
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
be done to the glory of God being far Adv.
in them was a marked one. Kentucky
Dally, by Carrier
preferable to a catalogue of forbidden
was a slave state at his birth, the cept the natural dread of the physical
I A'6 things. But the specific catalogue can
f or Copy
controversy which was to hatch into pain which usually accompanies it.
.15 not be abandoned without the world
Oiie Week
a great civil war was in the process I certainly wish beyond any words
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
.
- . .65 being misled Into thinking the church
One Month
of incubation, in fact the Culloms mov I have power to express that I could
7.50 has revoked
One Year
its disapproval of the
ed to Illinois to be in a free state have greater assurance that there will
amusements under the specific ban and
Daily, by Mail
and Chicago then was a small village, be a reuniting with those we love and
$S.OO implielly approved them. So the rule
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 28 There
One year (la advance)
elder Culloni was then a friend those who have loved us in some fu... 3.00 has withstood all attacks upon it and was filed with the state corporation The
Six Months (in advance)
of Lincoln's, recommending the slrus ture world; but from my reading of
7.50 will
Ihe Scripture and even
commission today papers designating
One Year (In arrears)
likely remain unaltered.
admitting that
Sling backwoods lawyer to prospective
3.75
Elx Months (in arrears)
there is a hereafter, I cannot find any
But the futility of emphasizing the a change of agents for the Yankee clients.
Young Cullom's first recollec
prohibition is appealing to the leading Fuel company and the Northeastern tion of the future war president was satisfactory evidence to warrant such
a belief. Could I believe that I could
clergymen and editors of the aenomi- Coal company. Horace W. Kruse was1 under such circumstances.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
natiion. A new course is being gen formerly the agent for both companies
GROWER
the rudiments of an educa meet the loved ones who have gone
of Raton, now together
$2.00 erally pursued, one of construction. and Robert Lawrence,
One Year
tion gained by toiling over rough before, I do not know but that I should
look forward with pleasure to the
. 1.00 Instead of seeking to deprive the represents both.
fix Months pnlmeva,.jroa)ds he became successive
Notaries Named
(beyoung people of certain amusements
a
siuoent at Mount Morris acaaemy, passing across. Not having this
Notaries were named yesterday af- ly
the new policy seeks to get them inam quite content to stay where
I
lief,
law
a
school
and
a
teacher
country
(Cash In Advance for Mall
terested in beneficial activities. The ternoon by Governor McDonald as fol- yer, being admitted to the bar at I am as long as I can; and finally,
Subscriptions)
is that "thou shaft nots" ac- lows: Lucas Pacheco, Ojo Sarco, Rio
when old Charon appears to row me
Springfield in 1853.
Remit by check, draft or money theory
Arriba county; Jesse T. White, San
little.
The
Idle
still
is
brain
over
complish'
the river Styx I shall be ready
mcrder.
When he became city attorney of
If sent otherwise we will not
'ri
the devil's workshop. The profound Jon, Quay county; A. M. Hallonbeck,
to
;
go."
M responsible for loss.
Springfield he launched upon a poll
,,vr, psychology of the Nazarene's state- Maxwell.
tical career, which 'for a record of un
Specimen copies free on application
State Aid Asked
ment, "As he tbJinketh in his heart,
broken
service, i3' unchallenged as exA request for state aid was received
so Is he," Is being more generally rec
..1' 'n.
LAWYER
.,, xnai or ""any ouier
.amencau SANTA FE
ceeaing
educational
state
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT ognized. By changing the current of by the
department
Among his first political experiences
EXPIRATION OF TIME V
thought, quickening new aspirations from district No. 70, Union county. was the
CALLED TO PANAMA
novelty of.leing elected and
less
PAID FOR
and arousing new interests It is hoied This is a new district organized
defeated at the same election. He was
to
ask
$300
a
and
than
wey
ago,
year
to fill the lives of the young with joybuild a school house, and $ .10 for elected to the legislature and defeated
Advertisers are guaranteed the ous activities. Then they will aban- help
as an elector on the Fillmore ticket. JUDGE COLLINS WILL DEFEND
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Then came the historic Lincoln and
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Mexico.
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these,
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big
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sum of sion of the Illinois house at which Fe lawyer to defend a prominent
Main 2 a lack of wisdom Is shown in
business Office
'
devising receipts run over $.10,000, the
wli'th "graft."
News Department
Main 9 the new activities. These activities over $4,000 has already been received after Fort Sumter had been fired upon charged
A. Douglas
Judge Lorin C. Collins is the lawyer
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must give a chance for the exercise of from companies doing business in the Stephen
and John Burke, purchasing agent for
mado
the
his
dramatic
for
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the normal qualities of healthy young state.
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servation of the union. During the the past nine years for the Isthmian
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people.
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BLADDER

Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the: blood; ptirte: The only way to
positively and permanently' cure uch troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these important and vital organs. See that you get,, Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They jare tonic in action,
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
RED CROSS

O. G. SCHAEFER

DRUG CO1

Oats were firm with other grain.
a sharp fall In the Rock Island shares
First transactions in provisions
and the collateral bonds. Union Pacific and Steel made full recoveries, ranged from last night's level to 10
and Canadian Pacific showed marked cents decline, hut covering by shorts
strength.
The last sales closed as follows:
75
Amalgamated Copper
107
Sugar
99
Atchison
Reading .
....y..169
97
Southern Pacific
.1.'. .".".'.'.161
Union) Pacific
65
United States Steel
.111
United States Steel, pfd.. i . :

led to a rally. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 93; July 89'.
Corn, May 67Va) July
Oats, May 40; July 3$.
Pork, May $21.55.
Lard, May $11.07; July $11,22.
Ribs, May $11.57; July $il.72.

6.

CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Jan. 28. Hogs, reCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
ceipts 10,000. Market 5 cents lower.
Chicago, Jan. 28. Signs ' that ' Eu- Bulk $88.30;
heavy $8.258.35;,
ropeans were becoming nervous re- packers and butchers $8.158.30;
garding supplies carried the wheat lights $88.25; pigs $77.50. ;
market today
Prices start- - Cattle, receipts 4,000. Market steaed the same as last night to
to
dy. Prime fed stprs $8.509.25;
higher and made a material advance
all around. The close was nervous, ern steers $78; southern steers ?b.d&
at a gain of
net. '
8.40; cows $4.257.75; heifers $6.75
Corn showed strength, tha result of
8.50; stackers and feeders $6.50
chances for a better feeding demand 8; bulls $5.5Q7.50; calves $6.50
of continued export call. ' The open- 11.25.
,K
highing, which was unchanged to
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market steaer, was followed by a sharp bulge. dy to 10 cents lower. Lambs $7.25
wethers
1 cent 7.8u; yearlings $6.2o6.90;
Closing figures were steady
to 1M above last night.
$5.255.85; ewes $55.50.
e;
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$2.50 Warner's Rast Proof Corsets.
$2.00 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets

I

ii i

In Newest Models "

$3.50 Redfern Whalebone Corsets ......
$3.00 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets

feeble-lookin-
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.
$1.50 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets .
$1.25 Warner's Rust Proof Corsefsx.Av

.

1.20
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$1.00 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets
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PERSONALS

'

Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Adv.
Romaine.
A. A'. Krcenig of Optimo was a bus"
iness visitor In Las Vegas today, '

grandchildren. In the petition filed
with the will Charles Becker's address
is given as 351 Hunter street, Ossin-in-

we nave onGisplay

tr

Charles Behringer of Albuquerque
was a business visitor in. the city toCHILDREN'S DRESSES
day.
age 2 to G at 50'e and 65c. ages 7 to
L. J. Hand of Watrous was a busi14from,50cto$1.25
ness visitor here today. He arrived
last night.
MISSES' DRESSES
Thomas Pearson came in yesterday
busiRoswell
for
from
short
evening
sizes 13 to 17 from $1.25 to $3.75
ness visit.
H. D. Burrall of the Gallinas forest
DO NOT FAIL
nursery came in last n'ight for a short
to ask the lady of the Corset Debusiness visit.
B. A. Allen came in last night from
partment to show you the latest
model in Henderson corsets
Mora, where he has been on business
1
for some time,
f
THE TANGO
Maurice Van Houten of Shoemaker
Also our" other new models. We
came in last night for a short business
have them at prices ranging from
visit In Las Vegas.
$1.00 to $3.50
E. V. Neal of Shoemaker came In
this afternoon for a short (business
visit in Las Vegas.
Montgomery Bell has returned from
T3he
Atchison, Kan., where he attended the
Popular Price Store
funeral of his mother.
Phono Main 104
Agenlt tor the HEW IDEA 10c Patttna
J. H. Richer of Shoemaker was a
business visitor in the city today. He
came in this morning.
E. B. Akers came ia yesterday evening from Topeka, Kas., and will be a THE STOBY OF THE
visitor here for the; next few days.
GeorgeCraveri'of Santa Rosa came
In yesterday evening and will be a
LOSS
business visitor liere for several days.
Gua Dtestelhorst of Concordia, Kas.,
came in last night and will be a busiFILM
BE
WILL
ness visitor here for the nexti fey W.ONDERFUL
THE
AT
TONIGHT
XatjOWN
n
.
days.
BROWNE THEATER
Otto Strand came in last night from
Jiis faome in Illinois and will remain in
a
Ias Vegas for several months as a "The While Ghost of Disaster,"
'
$1
film
,000,000
depicting
production
vtsliitor.
loss of the Titanic,
P. O- PIttman of Albuquerque came the story of the
?n this afternoon from the'TJuke City will be shown tonight only at the
will
and will be a business visitor here for Browne theater. The first show
begin promptly at 7:15, so that those
1he next few days.
Salome Martinez, a wealthy rancher who wish to witness it before going
of Pintada, left this morning for Park to the Duncan opera house to see "The
Common Law" may have ample time
Springs, where he will attend his eon's
'
'
to do so.
a
to
girl of that place.
marriage
Tithe
like
is
This
nothing
picture
George Mitchell of Topeka, Kas.,
It
a
ago.
about
shown
film
tanic
year
busicame in last night for a, short
ness visit in Las Vegas. He Us con- is realistic and those who view it
would never declare a single scene
nected with the Santa Fe.
Is shown
Miss Ellen Bailey of .Albuquerque had been "faked." The ship
the
while
passenalong
briskly
arrived In Las Vegas last night and sailing
a reception in one
for
preparing
gers,
will remain here for "several
days.
enShe la Interested In the Albuquerque of the handsome balirooms( ar
The
in
ways.
themselves
many
joying
contest.
Morning Journal triip
B. C-- Randall, president of the Val- - collision with the iceberg Is truthfully
the
ley Bank of Taos and also chairman depicted. Many scenes, showing In
of the board of county commissioners exterior and interior of the ship,
of Taos county, arrived in Las Vega3 eluding the wireless iom, the engine
the captain
last night for a short business visit. rooms, the hold where
.
after
immediately
and
go
carpenter
Mrs. Upton Hays returned to Las
to determine the1 extent
collision
the
Vegas this afternoon from Lee's Sum
the confusion In the
mit, Mo., where she has been for the of the damage,
the struggle
and
rooms
saloons,
state
past several weeks. Mrs. Hays was
the rescu
the
in
lifeboats,
for
places
alled io Missouri on account of the
who threw them
of
persons
ine
many
illness of a relative.
selves Into the water,. and, finally, the
sinklne of the ship, are shown.
Trinidad, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
KUROPATKIN WOULD FIGHT
and other cities north of here declare
St. Petersburg, Jan. 28. A challenge the picture to ibe an excellent one.
to a duel, sent by Alexis. Kuropatkin, While the sinking of the Titanic was
was refused today By Michael Ossl- - a horrible catastrophe, it has a fas
poviteh Menshikoff, a writer on the cination, and the film tells the story
Novoe Vremya, who declared his prin in an accurate way.
ciples were opposed to duels. The
tamouu general, who was commander- of the Russian forces during
e
war, considered
the
NEW YORK TOPICE
himself wronged by the persistent at'
tacks of Menshikoff.
New York. Jan. 28. The necessity
of keeping their partners at a
distance is playing havoc with social
Baking Powder. Biscuits' functions (Jamong the students of Columbia University. The hardest hit
Light as a Feather ?,
i
cluh on the campus His the Newman
LyMrs.Janet McKenzie Hill, jfdtlorof club.'which. as a Catholic organization,
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
must abide by the edicts of Cardinal
Baking Powder Biscuits made by this
Farley putting the ban on the tango
recipe are so far ahead of ordinary bamodern dances. Its
king powder biscuits that, if once tried, and other of the
you will never use any other recipe. annual dance has been one of the
Try it the next time you run short of features of the Columbia year, but
tread. Save this recipe.
29
for the, first time in a dozen years no
will be held this month.
annual

lloffoian&Graubarlh

TITANIC'S

if-- "-

Joseph H. Choate, whr has been
called the successor to the late John
Bigelow a9 the "senior American,"
celebrated his eighty-secon- d
birthday
anniversary today. Mr. Choate, once
ambassador to Great Britain and bearer of a distinguished name In the
realm of law, still enjoys fullness of
health and continues to take an active
interest In public affairs. Next to
Colonel Roosevelt Mr. Choate probably possesses honorary degrees from
more of the, world's great universities
than any other living American. Three
of the largest American universities,
honored him, not to mention a number
of smaller institutions.
In addition,
he has received degrees from the great
British universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow and St
Andrew's.
The entire second cabin accommodation of the White Star liner Olympic for the sailing of June 20 has been
chartered
Salvation Army to
convey 700 officers and soldiers to
London to attend the international
congress to be held by the organization
there next summer. Miss Eva Booth,
head of the army in the. United States,
wll be in charge, and will be attended
by her entire staff, with four brass
bands, composed of 100 players. About
10,000 delegates, representing 54 countries, are expected to attend the congress in London, and the New York
contingent will toe the largest that any
foreign country more than 3,000 miles
away will send. Only the officers
whose duty it will be to go to London
will have their expenses paid by the
organization. The others will pay
thelir own expenses.
by-th-

-

,

.

The brain of Dr. Edward Charles
Spitzka, the eminent neurologist and
alienist who died recently at his home
in this city," has been weighed, in ac
cordance with a promise exacted by
the late Dr. Spitka from his son. Dr.
Spitka was the founder of the Amer
ican Anthropometric society, the
members of which agree to bequeath
their brains to the society for scientific study. As a matter of fact, how
ever, very little has been learned, or
at least proven, by the weighing of
brains. The average weight of the
human brain is 1,300 grams. The
brain of Dr. Spitka was found to
weigh 1,400 grams. Of the ibrains of
noted men that have been weighed,
the heaviest was that of Ivan Turgefr
ieff, which weighed 2,012 grams. The
brain of Daniel Webster 1,518 grama.
On the other hand, it has been found
that the brains of many noted men
have been under the average weight.
All of which would indicate that in the
matter of brains, as in very many
other things in this life, it is quality
rather than quantity that counts.

RADIUM LEGISLATION
TO BE HURRIED

AL01

THE HOUSE WILL ENDEAVOR TO
PREVENT

MONOPOLY

BE

ING FORMED

Russo-Japanes-

$4

six-Inc- h

E C Baklnd Powder Biscntls

f

,

icaspoonful salt.
Sift three times, the flour, salt and
baking powder. Work into tlie flour the
shortening, using lard or butter for
shortening. Then mix to a very soft
lou,eh with the milk. The softer the
biscuit enters the oven, the lighter it
comes out. Never knead baking powder
biscuits; press the dough' into shape and
roil lightly. Cut in small shapes and
bake on a sheet or very shallow pan in
a hot oven. Jn placing biscuits in the
prais place well apart, not allowing edges
to touch. Small biscuits are better than
large ones. Large biscuits do not have
the proper amount of time to raise and
bake.
Raye you seen the new K C Cook's Book!
Bl fAvA of Mppti.iiisr
that simi'ly iau;it
l.e
time if t tie f w smtok? direction are carefuHy follower!. You would gladly
'F:t5a cents for thin valuable book. yotwexwi
it Unoin't'ly frre iniou receiot of the colored eer-to- k
ate packed in every 2oentc;m of K C Baking
T'owdir. Jaoum) Mfc. Co., cbitPK". SauU
4 ana do not luivc Cuuk't Buoi eetiiUuAtes.

output
It will not withdraw radium lands

from private entry, but will reserve to
the government the right to buy and
reduce all radium ores in a govern
ment reducing plant, probably at Den
ver.
J. F. Galbreath, secretary of the
American Mining congress ; Charles T.
Parsons of the bureau of mines, and
L. Hess of the geological sur
Frank
The fashionable St. Thomas' church vey,
immediate action before
urged
is to be the scene of a notable inter- the
committee to prevent private mo
national wedding next month, when nopoly.
Miss Elizabeth Frances Hanan is marMr. lies declared that practically
ried to the Duke Don Arturo di
all the radium lands known had been
of
Miss Hanan is a daughter
located and claimed.
the late James Hanan, a wealthy resit
is
dent of Brooklyn. The groom-elecWORKING FOR PRIMARY
related to some of the oldest families
Washington, - Jan. 28. Secretary
of Italy. He 1$ fiqw .the only representative of the royal family dl Dur-azz- Bryan addressed the Common Council
which reigned during the four- club here today in favor of. the state
teenth and fifteenth centuries. He presidential primary plan. Joseph W.
came into his title two y&ars ago upon Folk, solicitor of the state department
the death of his father, Marquis and president of the club, which was
formed for extension of the. presidenDemaio Durazzo.
tial primary plan advor-ateby Presias
Mr.
introduced
dent
Wilson,
lieuBryan
former
Charles Becker,
police
tenant and convicted murderer of Her the "richest man in the United States,
man Rosenthal, the gambler, is a ben- not in silver and gold, but in the af
eficiary under the will of his mother fection of his fellow citizens."
It was decided today to pinfeed
who died last month. Mrs. Becker
was never told of her son's arrest and. with the organization of branches
conviction in the Rosenthal caao, but Ihrousiiotit the country. The commitbelieved he was in business In a dis tee appointed recently to draft a bin
tant, part of the country. In Mra. to bo urged in congress for presidenBecker's will, drawn up 11 months be- tial primaries, was not ready to refore she died, an estate of $3,500 is port today, bu' it was announced that
along the state plan.
divided among a her children and the bill would
Dur-azz-

to
Three cups our;
cup short'
tning; 3 level teaspoonfiils K C Baking
J'ozvder; about I cup vtilk or water; I

Washington, Jan. 28. Spurred by
reports that prospectors have started
a "radium rush" to the cranorite lands
of Colorado and Utah, the house mines
committee today hurriedly closed its
hearings and began a hill for government control of the nation's radium
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28,
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ITS DARK DAYS

f'rosperous Sierra Leone Gave Little
Promise of Being a Success When
It Was Started.

N. Y.

A new and complete assortment
of children's and misses' wash
dresses, which we are selling at
such low prices as to make ynu quit
sewing foreve. g

j

COLONY

JANUARY

Peoples Bank and Trust Co.

The first settlement In Sierra Leone,
the prosperous British colony on the
west coast of Africa, was made in
1186. At that period London swarmed
with free negroes living in poverty
and on the verge of starvation, and Dr.
ff
Smeathman's scheme for sending them
FLeal
to Africa to found a colony was act J
cepted as the best solution of the diffl
of
The
first
colonist
shipload
culty.
consisted of 400 negroes and sixt;
whites, the latter principally womet
of bad character. Although land for tin
colony had been purchased from the
native king, the Africans were noi
the rival student bodies extended to
friendly, and a hostile attacktogethoj
with the shiftlessness of the colonists
the alumni and to the faculties. Thus
ALLEY- LO
almost brought the venture to ruin
the condition became intolerable.
In 1791 the survivors were removed t(
"Up to this time college faculties
a new settlement, and in 1793 the pop
had regarded competitive athletics as
ulation of the colony was Increased bj
A
A
exclusively a matter of student manthe introduction of 1,200 negroes froi;
,
now
how-agement They
Nova Scotia and the Bahamas.
Ii
perceived,
1794 the settlement was again tram;
ever, that the institution had returned
ferred to Freetown, now the capital o:
a stage of evolution when it was as
the colony and the greatest seapor.
much a matter of faculty supervision
on the west coast of Africa. In thi
as any department of instruction or
early days the government of the idle THUS DECLARES PARKE DAVIS, business administration. With
the MATTHEWS-O'ROURKBOUT TO
blocks was no sinecure, and Sydney
IN A TREATY UPON THE
adoption of this theory on the subject
BE CLASSY EVENT; BOTH
Smith remarked, not without truth,
reform began."
VEXING SUBJECT
that Sierra Leone always had twe
MEN OOOD BOXERS
governors one just arriving and the
New York, Jan. 27. That "summer
The unusual strength developed by
other just leaving. The soil of Sierra
Pierce Matthews, the fast St Louis
Leone Is exceedingly fertile, but few baseball," the most Important issue in the
smaller college football lightweight who will meet
Tommy
white men are able to live there.
current college athletics, is not a mod teams of last season is still a subject O'Rourke at
the Duncan opera, house
ern sports evil Is attested by Parke of much discussion by students of the
Tuesday evening, worked out in a
SOME "DUTIES" ON THE" SIDE DaVis in a treatise recently prepared game. M. J. Thompson, one of the
fast program of exercises last night
on this subject He writes:
leading officials and authorities on and pleased a large crowd of fans.
Village Postmaster Had Other Affairs
"The testimony of experience is football, in an analysis of the situa- Matthews is
proving a surprise to
to Attend To Besides Those of
strongly against the practicability of tion states:
many fans, who did not realize that
His Uncle Sam.
"There are several very &atisttory he Is a real boxer. His record shows
'summer baseball.' In the early days
A conversation, printed, in the Buf- of the diamond, the decade of the reasons that might be offered to ex- that he Is among the 'best and will
falo News, seems to indicate that in '70s, eastern colege stars were in plain the football equality which at giy O'Rourke one of the fastest tatt'
some communities the most burden- great demand by the iprofessional present exists between the large' and
les he Idas ever participated In.
some duties of the postmaster are not teams, for in that period, the college small colleges. The large universities
Matthews traveled for over a year
always those that the government reg- nines, particularly Harvard, Princeton must by reason of their football pol- with Luther
McCarthy, the heavyulations prescribe.
and Yale, were superior to the city icy retain a conservative style of play. weight who was killed in Canada last
3 09 Henderson stamped into the
nines. For a time there was no ob- The smaller colleges on the other year.
,
During his companionship with.
postofflce. ;
peotlon to the collegians playing with hand more readily aoapt themselves McCarthy Matthews (ought the maia
"Morniu', Mr. Morely,"
the professionals during the summer to the changes In the rules and are boiits while Luther went on as a cur-tai- h
"Morning, Joe!"
"Has Tom Warden been in for his vacation, although the former openly consequently able to offer more surraiser. This continued all over
mail yet?"
were paid for their services... In the prises In offensive play than their big the eastern states until
finally Mc"No."
spring of 1879, however, two famous brothers can offset by their more pon- Carthy was recognized as a comins
"Will you be here when he comes?"
college players from the same institu- derous team work. Then, too, the heavyweight champion and started ia
"Yes."
who after graduation were play- small institutions have everything to the
big game, where he was successful
"Well, when he comes, will you tell tion,
him that on his way from the cheese ing with a great city nine, suddenly gain and nothing to lose by employing until his unfortunate oeath.
these new tactics. .
factory I wish he'd stop and get that left the professional team,
Tommy O'Rourke worked out agaia
"If they lose, it is no discredit 1o this afternoon and showed his usual
shoat of Herman Langer's and take it college and by their presence lifted
down to Fred Wilkins, and tell Fred their college nine from the rear to them but if they win or even tie,
good form. He has secured a number
I said he could have it fer that single the front in the
intercollegiate cam- great glory is theirs, and their victoiy of trainers and will continue hard
harness even up, If he'll fix up that paign.
is nearly always the result of careful
work for the remainder of this week.
bridle and throw In them russet lines
occurrence natur- analysis of the new rules, and often Kid
"This
spectacular
Burns, the local fighter, may as'stead of the old black one's; and if
Their sist O'Rourke in
he won't swap, tell Tom to bring the ally centered attention upon the sub- their reckless application.
training and will ha
As a result style is always characterized by quick, a
shoat down to my place, and put it in ject of professionaliBin.
valuable addition to the retinue ot
the extra pen, and be sure and shut of the agitation which followed, six snappy plays, the frequent use of the trainers.
that door to the hen house, or all the colleges, namely, Amherst, Brown, forward pass and, when it was legal,
Promoter O'Malley expects ona of
chickens'!! get out. Sure there ain't Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton and the onside kick. The large universi
the most successful fights ever givea
no mail? Mornin', Mr. Morely!"
Yale, met in the old Massassoit House ties cannot so safely employ these tac in Las vegas next
Tuesday nisnt.
"Morning, Joe!" Youth's Compan- at
Springfield, December C, 1879, for tics. They must be conservative, they Mark and Jake Levy, well known boxion.
the purpose of drafting a common elig- can take no chances, they must win
ing fans, have made atrrangemeuis It.
ibility rule and if possible to form a as the result of less brlllian plays and Santa Fe and Albuquerque to
Making the Best of a Pest.
A farmer in the parish of Maitland, baseball league. Their deliberations more faultless team work, so when an
number of fans from each ' ,v
Nova Scotia, recently came across a eventually produced both. The rule ordinarily weaker team offers a good to Las Vegas to witness the bout. 1 iu
skunk's nest that had three tiny young adopted on that occasion ran as fol- defense and a bewildering number of entire state Is interested In this bout,
ones in it. The little skunks were lows:
open plays, the rightful victor mu
for the winner will be matched with.
" 'Any student who has been in reg- lose."
only a day or two old, and instead of
Stanley Yoakum and the winner oC
the
farmer
ruthlessly destroying them,
ular attendance for the whole of any
bout with Ad Wolgast, accord
that
picked them up and carried them
Arrangements for the United States ing to the present arrangement
college year in any department shall
home.
The family cat had been raising a lit- be eligible in that year for the nine. tour of the ,Keio university baseball
ter of four kittens, three of whom the Any student who after this date shall team of Tokio, Japan, are rapidly be
farmer had drowned, and after a few play upon a professional team or who ing completed and the 1914 invasion THREE
F
suspicious sniffs, she consented to shall play for money shall not be Of the Japanese collegians nine prom
ises' to be the most pretentious promadopt the little skunks in place of the eligible.'
lost kittens. The skunks did not suck
"This pioneer rule struck directly the inauguration of tnese internation
le In quite the same way as the kitRICE OF 111
at the grievances as they existed in al baseball series. During the past
ten, and it was interesting to watch
of 1979 but a period year Keio played the university teams
Tabby push and box them into posi- the simple days
tion. She soon got them in excellent was on the horizon in which simplicity of Stanford and Washington and the
com- Giants-Whit- e
CON
BASKETBALL
Sox combination on Jap ADDITIONAL
order, and pussy and her quaint fam- In sport developed rapidly Into
TEST IS ARRANGED FOR
ily afford lots of amusement for the plexity. With the decade of the '80s anese diamonds. As a result the Nip
FRIDAY NIGHT
children of the neighborhood. The far- came the organized amateur athletic pon nine is really a formidable team
mer intends to make his find the nu. club nine, the summer resort nine, from a college standpoint and is secleus of a skunk farm, and when the
That all the fans In the city wilt
and the small
places upon tne schedules of
success of the fox farms of the mari- the manufactory nine,some of which curing
to have an opportunity of seeing suffic
universities.
the
According
amateur
larger
nine,
time provinces is considered, it ap- city
the public un- Nat Strong, the New York represen- ient basketball Friday night was as
pears possible at least that he will find were so managed that
styl.ed tative of Keio university, the Japan- sured this morning when Rufus Mead
but
accurately
Skunk Is at consciously
the venture porfirable.
nines. These ese team comes to America at the in- of the High school announced that!
present among the most valuable of them as
on that
furs. Youth's Companion.
organizations, likewise, chiefly sought vitation of Stanford tiniversity. The three games would be played
the college stars. Again no objection squad will arrive on the Pacific coast occasion. The additional game will
was raised at first to the collegian early in April and after finishing the be between an aggregation from
Captain's Wall.
"It's the office boy," said the captain
with thesa teams provided he coast schedule will leave for an 'ex- grades of the New Mexico Normal Uni
of a great liner, "who has taken the playing
tended eastern tour. Games are being versity and one from the High school.
received only his expenses.
romance out of seafaring. Steam had
scheduled with the strongest 'varsity This game will start shortly after 7
before
"It was not long, however,
nothing to do with it In the old days
of tlie middle west, east and o'clock and wlill be over by 8 o'clock:
nines
expense
of
rifle
were
padded
rumors
the master of a steamer was a great
and the team will not return when the first regroar contest will
of
south
valuable
gifts,
man he stood almost as high socially accounts, of highly
start between the girls" teams of the
as did officers of the navy. Now he has hieh salaried commercial positions in to the Orient until July.
Tha
Normal and the High school.
to face an impudent little whelp of which n6 service was required, and
a boy when he goes to the owners' of- even of secret pay rolls. Not only
CLABBY WHIPS POLICEMAN
boys' teams of the' schools will play,
fice at the end of a voyage. At sea,
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 28. Jimmy last
embroiled In
the captain is the absolute master, were the "collegians
Mr. Mead stated that the additional
a middleweight pugilist, is
the
but
Clabby,
counter
charges
but in the office the boy Is supreme. charges and
of game would in no way interfere wiUi
s
ie-wiin
filing
held
team
pending
summer
today
jail
these
of
He looks the captain over and then partisans
at- the
regular .schedule and that it would
ioined the hue and cry. Tne di charges as a result of an alleged
grunts: 'Sit down; he's too busy to
uphis
trainer
and
be ended promptly at 8 o'clock. Ail
see you now. So the captain cools vided allegiance of some of the latter tack by the fighter
his heels while later comers march iPd tfcpm to furnish secretly to their on C. E. Laurence, a policeman. Po- the teams that are to play Friday ara
past him. He goes through that on college proofs of the professionalism lice officials say Laurence was severe- in excellent shape. No doubt tho ei
every trip, and yet he dare not quit his of rival
endance will be larse.
ly injured and that it statements
collegians.
felship for fear he may not get another.
a
are
stitverified,
the
fight
football
ri
that
warding
was
"Curiously it
I can find you B0 captains who had
"
N. Y. STATE I ' '
be placed agruust
most from the ensuing storm, ony charge will
rather stay, on the bridge through a
'
T n
rt.-e,
football
YP
the
that
Clabby.
fact
No. 1 gale than face the little jeering due to the double
v 1
.
i
rid (' 1)
devil in the owner's oflice."
season followed baseball and that tne
t
A ..f...o11.r mna n. P.tnr
HAD AWFUL EXPERIENCE
t
j,
111
ft
II
star or tne uiainuuu uuu
New York, Jan. 28. Capa'n l"-- a tO t
t1
i
or
Is!
fall
Tlutb
the
Cure
for Anemia.
of the gridiron.
Prompt
- and five members of tne cu w c t t ' otlur
Intercoiry
Towns with sealing wax factories rnnml iho, old American
j(r
t
ci
have no difficulty in getting girl labor
Football association which had schooner Anna II. ranks, whuh. t'i - ,, I, y t l
m' Hn ' no
cheap. Girls employed in the resin founded and nurtured the intercoue- - were forced to abandon
i
row south west of C"
Race on J ni " si
i
department of sealing wax factories tfated
game, locked in a bitter
are probably tlie plumpest and health1
I
v
o
to
New
were
whicn 18,
brought
of
professionalism
over
charges
iest class of girl workers. Anemia,
f
V c
N C !
aboard the steamer lndr
that disease from. which the majority bed arisen in 'summer u.ii;uu,
t i
as
Wales.
Although
tlie
wrecked
Swansea,
women
more
suffer
of young
or less, row that eventually
'
our Feas were running, CI;
is unknown among them, except in the sociation. This was louowcu i.v
Wo
case of those who take on the work ilar controversies! among the various IT. T. White and five men.
1
in order to cure their anemia. And institutions forming "ual lecaiu.s" in drana launched a boat and r
in these cases cures are certain and
i
the six distressed fwmmfn,
athletics ana me ui'-irapid. Local doctors recoHiroend the tereollcrfate relations made a, great forced to Jump into the
f t
i t
sealing wax cure so strongly that ia
of the
th lifeboats could not ;;.: t
many cases the girls offer their serv- din during the early years
of
!"
K:h00V;er,
bitterness
SMS.
The
tho
of
ices fraa.
....
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CWE.N EILL

Waahinram, Jn. 2. Wtiea Senator
'3 bill for Uio regulation of stock
!.,
for a hearing
s. iiungoa cornea up
next week it is expected that leading
members of the New York Stock Exaim-vil- l
change, at which the measure is
essential
proposals
oppose the
ca the ground that the goverument
I'.satt should do what it seeks to make
the exchange accomplish. The bill is
n outgrowth of the Pujo "money
trust" inquiry. It gives the New
(York Stock, Exchange the option of incorporating under the New York laws
or placing itself under the direction
of the postmaster general.
The representatives of the exchange
w!ll argue against
incorporation on
the ground that disciplinary powers
would be largely taken away by the
UisrupUon of the present club organisation. In lieu of the provisions of
the Owen bill to safeguard investors
fcy making the listing requiremtmw
more stringent the exchange representatives will argue that the government Itself, through enactment of a
Mil similar to the British companies
net, should control tno Issuance of
corporation securities.
Proper Extension of Appreciation
A compliment should be as quickly
jdven for good goods and good service
&,s a kick for defective goods and poor
service. Most people realize this.
That is why bo many have written
of Chamber-Tain'- s
ito the manufacturers
Cough Remedy telling of
cures of coughs and colds
St has effected, and expressing their
appreciation of the good qualities of
this well known remedy. For sale
y all dealers Adv.
'ARMOUR IN HALL OF FAME

Urbana, HI, Jan. 28. A portrait of
the late Philip D. Armour, presented
ito the University of Illinois by J.
Ogden Armour, son of the famous
Chicago packer and merchant, was

ohe OPTIC

SURPLUS
CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

9.

v"i

J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

150,000.00

Mt

it
OIST

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

II

'

COLUMN

TIME DEPOSITS

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER- -

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK"
-

-

G.

'

$30,000.00

i

J.

formally placed in the Illinois Farm-- J
era hall of fame today. The presen-- '
tation was accompanied by Interesting
exercises. Addresses were delivered
by President James of the University
of Illinois, Harry A. Wheeler, president of the Chicago chamber of commerce, and Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus,
president of Armour Institute. The
portrait was unveiled by Miss Lolita
Armour, granddaughter of Philip D.
Armour.
'

ia

Geo. Potter of pontiac, Mo, was down
on his back with kidney and bladder
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It is a
Tablets. They will clean out and splendid medicine and always helps.
strengthen your stomach and tomor- Just try it, O. G. Schaefer and Red
row you will relish your fod again. Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Sneffels, Col. A. 3. KValsn
badly done up with rheumatism
aant fnf wniov Kidnev Pills which
the only thing that would cure

Tfc'ji1'-- "'

For iissst

For

was
and
was
him.

LOCAL TIME CARD

NO. 8, ROY
Regular con

Mum

stomach
Food ferments In your
when you are bilious. Quit eating
and take a full dose of Chamberlain s

The best ever for biliousness.
sale by all dealers. Adv.

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

vocation first . Monday in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
m.. .. . 7:45 p. m.
Temple at 7:80 p. m. p. No. 2.. ,. 7:20
A. Brinegar, H. P.: p. O. No. 4.. ,.11:54 p. m:.... 11:59 p. m.
. a
n
fcw.
4 Blood, Secretary.
2:30 a. m.
No. 8.. ,. 2:25 a. m
No. 10.. . 1:35 p. m.... . 2:00 p. m
H.?
I. O. O. F. LA8 VEGAS LODfSF Kin
West Bound
1. Meets every Monday
Arrive
at
Depart
evening
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
their hall on Sixth street All voting No. 1., . . 1:10 p. m
1:35 p. m,
brethren cordially Invited to atteud No. 3., . . 6:35 a. m
6:40 a. m.
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V. O.; No. 7. . . 4:20 p. m..... 4:30 p. m.
M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl WerU No.
7:00 p. m.
6:35 p. to
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable Trustee.
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
pered, electric lights. Low rate. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Phone Purple 5301.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
employed, comfortable, furnished are
invited. Gov. Win. J.
cordially
This
room; no health seekers. Phone
Exalted
Mills,
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Purple 6301.
Secretary.
SiIver

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest PaJd On Deposits

I

,

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

HAYDON

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Flvs cent per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
5a jlar conclave c.;!a Twsa- No ad to occupy lesa space than two
&7 In each month at Ma
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. II.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
N
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday night M
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
In S o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are
eacn montn. visaing dially welcome. J. c. Wertz, Preok
T Vfi
brothers cordially 4n- - dent; J. T. Biihler, Secretary; O. &
ited. ouy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

CHAPMAN

T. Hosklns. Cashlnr
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

(D.
4

cmpjtal ctoo::

HORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAY9 HANDLED

THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE

TfAHT

0

Vice-Preside-

,

For YOU!

Colds Cause Headache and Grip
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tab
lets remove cause. There Is only One
"BROMO QUININE." It has signature
I
of 13. W. GROVE on box. 25c,

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
-i- f you use

For Salo

SUBSCRIBE FORTHE OPTIC

I

GOOD

1GII
FOR

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
SMALL home for wage earner, cheap
first and third Mondays of each
good corner, good location. See Cut month, at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ier Brothers, 614 Lincoln avenue.
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
President; A, D. Tillman, FinanFOR SALE Bronze turkeys for breed
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
ing purposes. Gobbler and two 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
hens for $10. Phone Mrs. Kate Tip Assistant
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
ton, Los Alamos.
M.

East Las Vegas,

AND GET

HI

J

Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas,

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main IS
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier. ,
Pay us $6.50-- If you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the follow- ing magazines for one year:

23

Albuauerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
,
Years Practical Experience.

E. A. JONES'

W. W. BOWERS.

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manl-curChiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Chronic Indigestion Permanently
Cured
"Six years ago," writes S. E. Car
penter, East Aurora, N. Y, "I was in
very bad shape suffering from indigestion, could not eat solid food, when
a friend advised me to try Chamberlain's Tablets. I found such relief
from one box that I continued using
them until cured, and though six years
have elapsed I have not felt the
slightest return of my former trouble." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

How to Break Up a Bad Cold
Geo. P. Pflung, of Hamburg, N. Y.,
says: "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
will break up a cold the quickest of
anything I have evr used." This
remedy contains no opium or other
narcotic. It is most effectual and Is

pp

pleasant and safe to take. Try
sale by all dealers. Adv.
m,

MAIN 2

you d do uny
'
way when you
leam how Much

it For
.

.Ragged wounds are painful and
cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester ah4 become running
SNOW LINIBALLARD'S
sores.
an
is
MENT
antiseptic
healing
remedy
4
f"1 for such cases. Apply it at night be
fore going to bed and cover with a
cotton cloth bandage. It heals in a
few days.
Price 25c, 50o and l.O0
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
f

if

5

Adv.

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR realb

is.

I

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
FIVE

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

1

I
I

SILVER

Vlsltlni
Local Deputy.
members are especially welcoae and
'
cordially invited.
Montague,

FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and

EMPRESS
ran be ob
0
tained in this city from

ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

e,

The National Sportsman

Pi-IOBi-

CO

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

;

p

N.,

w

New Mexi

.

.

it s giving you
a present for do
ing something

Meets second anc
fourth
Thursday evening eacb
OYSTER SUPPER at Christian taber month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
nacle Friday evening, January 30 brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
from 5:30 to 10. Price 25 cents, Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretry
Everyone invited. Ladies Aid So- J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
ciety.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month in the vestry roomi
Df Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P
ATTOKNEY8
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
HUNKER & HUNKER
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hnnket Greenclay, Secretary.

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

I

EMPRESS
FLOUR

L. O. O. MOOSE

E PRACTICALLY

m

CAFE

BESTAUBANT-.AN-

.11

v

INTEREST PAID

LOBBY

..20o
25o

lbs., or More, Each Del very
lbs, to 2,000 lbs., Eaeh Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery ..M.r.-..60-

2,000
1,000

par
per
per
..40c per
per
o

lbs.

101

109 Iba.
108 Ife
188 Iks,
188 Ik

AGUA PURA COMPANY
tM

Harvesters, Storer, and Distributor of Natiral Ice, the Pnritt
Lasting QualitiMi of Which Have Made Lm Veja FamouA.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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CURIOSITY

PAYS

10 SHOW

ArTHECIATIOsM

Matapalo Can't Grow Without Aid of
Another Tree, Then Chokes Out
Life That Aided It

Results

Orleans. The matapalo tree
one of the curiosities of the tropics.
This variety of tree never grows with-u- t
the aid of another tree. It at
first resembles a vine, and usually
elects a young palm tree as its aid
to its upward growth. In a few years'
time It has grown until it has. completely surrounded the palm and has
choked out the life that aided it.
The accompanying photograph was
taken near Bas Obispo, In the canal
eone, In the dry season, when the
tree sheds its leaves. It shows the

The pride that most men of whatever station take in their work can be
utilized by making each worker feel
that he is an efficiency engineer in his
own sphere. If he is made to understand that the problem of efficiency is
not a matter of abstruse calculation
and lengthy red tape, but a simple
process of obtaining the greatest results with the least effort, he is bound
to be interested. If the expert poses,
not as a dictator, but rather as a
teacher and proves his ability for the
role the men, nine times out of ten,
will respond.
Another feature of this
type of proceeding that is important,
Is the giving of credit for good ideas
to the originator. I recall a case in
point, where the problem happened to
be the designing of a simple system of
cards to cover a complicated series of
operations. A shipping clerk, whose
interest had been aroused, offered a
suggestion which resulted in cutting
down the number of cards to be made
out for one department
It
was customary to print in small letters on all the forms "Designed by
the B. V. Co." On these particular
cards the man in charge of the work
substituted "Designed by A. N. K."
the initials of the shipping clerk. The
latter, greatly pleased by this evidence of appreciation, at once set to
work evolving other Ideas, many of
which were sound and well worth
adopting.
Naturally, the incident became noised about in the shop and
served to convince the men of the
attitude of the expert.
Engineering Magazine.
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Matapolo Tree.

:

TRAINING AS POWER EXPERT

palm'still alive and sticking through Subject That

'America Has Not
Been Given the Attention That
.
It Deserves.
In

the trunk. The name for these trees
Is probably a corruption of the two
words, "mata arbol," meaning "kill
Power is one of the greatest factors
tree," or "the tree that kills." The
work. The thousand
matapalo attains a diameter of from In modern-daand one branches of it offer admirable
eight to ten feet.
fields for conquests by vigor and
LIONS LOOSE IN A CROWD brains. In the field of power a few
concerns have assisted men to obtain
Two of Beasts Hold Leipsic Hotel All vocational training. From the boiler
room have risen men by successive
Night, While Guests Barricade
stages to positions of grave responsiTheir Rooms.
bility. In an issue of Power neglect
in this branch of vocational training
Leipsic. When a street car collided
with a circus wagon at midnight, it in the United States is commented
liberated one tiger and eight lions, upon as follows:
"'Power is a factor in all the Imand Leipsic was In an uproar until
portant affairs of modern life,' says a
daylight
The appearance of the wild ani- writer and thinker, and necessarily
mals in the center of the city created the engineer, who makes that power,
a panic among the thousands here to Is also a factor in that the whole purattend the celebration of the centen- pose is not merely to 'make the wheels
go 'round,' but to turn them at a profnial of the "Battle of Nations."
The woman trainer of the animals it. Furthermore, electricity, the steam
have
recaptured the tiger, but the lions turbine and the waterwheel even
had a merry time until the police made the engineer's vocation
killed six and roped two. One Hon more difficult, demanding a degree of
imoperating skill that is well-nigleaped to the driver's seat of a motor bus and dispossessed the chauf- possible to acquire in some cases withfeur, to the discomfiture of the pas- out special training.
"We are told that of all the great
sengers. A policeman shot the beast
from his perch. Five other lions were 'nations, ours is the most deficient, in
shot down in the streets. Two more vocational development. Germany forleaped through the plateglass front of ty years ago saw its need and met it;
the Blucher hotel and held high car- England, Scotland, France, Austria,
nival in the corridors all night. The Switzerland, Norway, Sweden and
hotel was crowded with guests who Denmark are all paying heed to it If
had attended the military celebration. we would successfully compete in our
The guests, screaming with terror, own chosen field with the large immibarricaded themselves in their rooms gration yearly coming to our shores
and distracted clerks with calls for we must find the means to equally
help. Some were for escaping through educate our own people in their vocawindows, but quickly crawled back tions."
when they saw the turmoil in the
streets below.
Fortunes In Sausages.
f The police reserves, the fire departWestphalia, in Prussia, is the home
ment and the troops quartered with- of the sausage. There, it is said, a
out the town were called on to capture trader will name no fewer than 400 difthe lions and restore order. A thick ferent kinds of sausage. A sausage exfog added to the terror of the night, hibition was held recently in Germany,
and the whole city was in a panic.
at which 1,000 varieties of sausages
wore 3hown.
In this connection ihe story is told
TO STOP COTTON WATERING
of a young Prussian who, though he
British Government Plan to Adopt had received an expensive training as
a chemist, shut himself up in his labLegislation Against Practice
(
In India.
oratory, and instead of devising a new
dye, safety match, motor engine, exLondon. Communications are now plosive, aeroplane or photographic
passing between the India office and lens, took pork, veal, olives, pepper,
the Indian government on the ques- fennel, old wine, cheese, apples, cintion of Lord Crewe's suggestion that namon and herrings' roe and from
legislation should be passed to pro- them evolved a wonderful and totally
hibit the watering of cotton in India. original "wurst," the best of its kind.
Up to the present the Indian gov- He has amassed a considerable forernment has steadily declined on va- tune from its sale.
rious grounds to undertake legislation against adulteration in general, More Tractable as He Grows Older.
but the practice of watering cotton
"I find myself mellerln' up as the
after ginning to increase Its weight years pass by," confessed Hod ' Dur-nit- t.
has- assumed such proportions that
"Formerly I would go into a
the government now feels that some frenzy over 'most any unimportant
attempt must be made to stop it by thing, but when the 'Mona Lisa' was
executive action.
stolen I didn't care a jam, and now
Although Indian cotton contains as that it has been recovered I still
a rule less water than American, don't care a jam. ' It used to be that
Egyptian or Chinese, yet it is well when anything occurred that I didn't
known that in the cotton districts in approve of I forthwith swept a place
India pumps and hose appliances are and had
fit; but nowadays
used, without any attempt at secrecy, it has to be something of consequence
to saturate the cotton with water, and some of my business before I
which is not always of the cleanest, rend my raiment and throw dust in
the idea being to cheat the buyer by the air. Without doubt old age is
soiling him water for cotton at bo creeping on me apace, as the feller
much a pound. Another form of adul- said." Kansas
City Star.
teration is mixing. The ryot seems
unable to resist the temptation to mix
Versatile Da Vlncl.
his damaged or discolored bolls with
When Leonardo Da Viuci was not
his sound oiios, but even ,if he does
the result is vitiated by the action of painting Mona Lisa or modeling great
the middleman, who promptly mixes equestrian statues or inventing canmechanical
flutes,
non, catapults,
interior cotton with the good.
lions, patent pumps or scaling ladders,
he would amuse himself by little exHoy Has "Camera Vision."
Enliimore. Dr. William H. Howell cursions into anatomy, astronomy,
of the Johns Hop kin a hospital, who, physics, 'chemistry, philosophy, dietetwilh other experts, is studying the curb ics, the philosophy of dress or city
of Russell l:;iker, the Huntington, W. planning.
If oil these activities are not enough,
Va., schoolboy who reads, writes and
sings npatdo down, declared that the Pa. Vinci was also an author of treatboy ar, a "camera vision" and sees ises on psiinting and other subjects,
things not only reversed, but ulm ami even on many an ocasion extemy
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Versa.

Story of a Historic Philadelphia

Structure.
Third Session of the First Congress of
the U. S. Met There, House of
Representatives on First Floor
and Senate Second.

23,

1914.
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Philadelphia.
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Mr. Benton

Holme

You're getting
'

affectionate.

Mrs. Benton Holme I merely want
ed to prove to you that you're wrong
when you Bay I never kiss you except
when I want a new dress.
Mr. Benton Holme Ah! then, you
don't want a new dress?
'
Mrs. Benton Holme No; I want a
new hat this time.
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Old Congress Hall.

of 1789, just in time to insure its immediate utility and future fame. For,
on the fourth of March of that same
year, the Assembly of Pennsylvania,
acting by authority of the representatives of the city and county of Phil
Old Gent Ah, haven't I seen you in
adelphia, tendered to congress, for
Sabbath-schoo- l
class?
the temporary residence of the fed- my
Not unless I beB
Jimmy
Nitsky!
eral government, the use of the buildwalkin' in me sleep!
ing "lately erected on the State House
Square." Thus, on the sixth of De
cember, 1790, the third session of the
EVER TRY IT
first congress of the United States
met at Congress hall, the bouse of representatives occupying the first floor
and the senate the second.
At that time th estate house 1a the
center of the square (built in 1732),
and the more modern Congress hall
were considered very imposing structures.
Congress hall was described
by the press of the day as "a large
v
new building, finished la a neat and
elegant style." The square, traversed
by curving gravel walks, was pictured
as a "beautiful lawn interspersed with
little knobs or tufts of flowering
shrubs, and clumps of trees well disposed." In the hall itself, the room
alloted to the members of the lower
v y
house was about 60 feet in length,
and modestly finished. At one end
:
was the gallery, open to spectators
who might choose to enter. The gallery had accommodation for 300 persons. The staircase leading .to it
Brown- -I wonder if hanging Is a
opened directly on the street
painful death.
in
The house of representatives
Smith I've always heard that there
session occupied the entire ground is nothing so painful as suspense.
floor, upon a platform elevated by an
ascent of three steps, plainly ' carpetINDIGESTION
ed and covering nearly the whole
area, with a limitedJogea or promenade for members and persons of priv-
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The second fund was raised in 17S5
by the sale of "the old gaol and work
house" which overlooked the yard of
the State House, or Independence
Square. On the 29th of March, 1787,
15 feet were added to the depth of the
lot by an act of the assembly. Soon
afterward work was commenced upon
"Women are certainly the .mental
the cellar by gangs of convicts called superiors of us men."
wheelbarrow men."
The building
"What makes you say that?"
was finally completed in the spring
"Seeing my wife spank the baby,
read a book and carry on a conversation with her mouth full of hairpins
at the same time."
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With the restoration
and approaching rededication of "Congress Hall" it is worth while recalling
that the idea of the erection of the
building destined for so glorious a history originated with that celebrated
lawyer, Andrew Hamilton, whose efforts had previously secured the State
As
House, or "Independence Hall."
early as 1736, Hamilton effected the
passage of a resolution in the Assembly of Pennsylvania, providing for the
erection of a building for the use of
the county of Philadelphia, to be used
for "the holding of Courts" and as a
"common hall." The project advanced
slowly, and when finally carried for
ward to completion, two different
funds were used for the purpose. The
first of these had a curious origin:
It would seem that the early mayors of the city cherished a time honored custom of celebrating their escape from the labors and responsibilities of office by giving a public banquet, to which their constituents were
invited. In 1741, the son of Andrew
Hamilton considered the 'ancient custom of more value in breach than in
the observance, and in lieu of the entertainment, donated the sum of one
hundred and fifty pounds, to be used
toward the erection of an exchange or
similar building for public purposes.
Subsequent mayors followed his ex
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The staircase in the clear story next

to Chestnut street led up to a similar
vestibule on the second floor, from
which ran a broad entry south to the
senate chamber, which was fitted up
in a style much superior, to that of the
lower house. The ceiling of this chamber was lavishly decorated. A large
eagle, Its talons gripping thunderbolts, grapevine centerpiece, with 13
stars, likewise embellished the cell-

.
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Slit Skirt Loses Teacher Her Job.
FlainOeld, N. J. Declaring that a
slit skirt worn by MU's Florence Kirk,
twenty-one- ,
a public school teacher
here, caused pupils to lose interest in
their studies, a delegation of mot hers
oomphiined to the principal, who asked
for Miss Kirks' resignation. She sent
it in with a declaration that if she
oared to wear a, slit skirt it waa ber
own business.

WSJ
Doctor 'Do you take paiR8 Wl
your eating?
Patient No, the pah; c?a't ce? .t
mlii afterwards.
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AT THE

Light automobile lamps at 5:53
o'clock this evening.

WITH GREEN CHILI

Try a dram of Old Tayior
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

1914.

.

MUTUAL MC
"WESTERN HEARTS" Nestor.
"THE RING OF SORROW" Victor.
"ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 83." Universal.

off on all wallpaper, includ
Ing 1914 stock. P. C. Nissen, 705 Doug
las Avenue. Adv.

'

Have You Tried It?
'k

N

Episcopal entertainment, Thursday
night, Browne theater. Adv.
,

Mrs. Albert Marshall, who has been
seriously 111 during the past week, was
reported Improving this morning.

s DELICIOUS
I

At a meeting of the Elks' lodge last
night seven candidates were initiated
into the secrets of the order. The
meeting was well attended.
-

s

Stearns' Store
(JAVAJO

:

i

4J

iim.

Oyster supper at
nacle Friday evening
30 to 10. Price 25
invited. Ladies' Aid

fl

j

in.--

Christian t&berJanuary SO from
cents. Everyone
Society.

Mrs. Erie Choate, solo, accompanied
by Mrs. Charles O'Malley, Thursday

BLUETS

night, January 29. Browne theater.
Episcopal entertainment Adv.
The dance to foe given tomorrow
night at the Elks' club promises to be
an enjoyable affair, according to" those
in charge. A pleasant evening is ex'
pected.

Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
Assortmentfine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

-

..-.,-

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv

..

The Misses Lucy and Marie Clements, duet, Japanese rove song, at the
Episcopal entertainment, Thursday
night, January 29, Browne theater.
Adv.

The committee in charge of the
Elks' minstrel show requests all those
persons who are members of the cast
to reserve Friday evening for re
hearsal. Practicing will begin at 8

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY

o'clock.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

in connection wi:n tne recent reat the local Santa
Fe shops a number of men have been
layed off until next week. Many have
also been decreased in the number of
hours of labor each week.
duction of forces

M

A small
blaze broke out in the
men's ward at the New Mexico Hos
pital for the Insane about noon today.
It was extinguished without any great
damage being done. The hospital is
well equipped withf ire fighting

can now furnish automobiles for
hire at any time needed. The best of
service with reasonable prices.
I

H. B. HUBBARD
Agent

-

Phone Main 397

417

Railroad Ave

All Hands Are

Eager
for another sack of Our
Pride flour once they have
tried it. If there were oaly
one sack left to be had there
would be a mighty struggle
to obtain it. But there are

plenty, co order one
for yourself just to learn
what a perfectlflour is.
to-da-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS

y

PHS?

IDE" DM OF SPECIALISTS
When you want the services of a medical expert you
don't jjo to the coal man-W- hen
you want Groceries, Meals or Ba'zery Goods you

don't

o

to the foundry

WE

the man who can

AR.F. SPECIALISTS
EUrCUEES

AND

BAKERS

m mm ft
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All the eastbound Santa Fe trains
were late today due to the floods In
California and will probably remain
so for several days. Train No. 10
arrived in Las Vegaa this afternoon

aa a stub and was annulled here. Reg-la- r
No. 10 will arrive about 6 o'clock
this evening, and all other trains are
equally as late.
The following civil service examinations will be held in this city on the
n
dates mentioned: February 18
(male), salary $800 to $900;
assistant in paper plant investigations
(male), salary $1,380; nautical expert
(male), salary $1,000 to $1,800. March
4 Statistical clerk, salary $900 to
April 15 Traiined nurse, salary
$720.
For all other information see
Oscar Linberg at the postoffice.
Tran-sitma-

$1,-20- 0.

R. M. Pincetl returned to Las Vegas this week from Mineral Hill and
vicinity,- where he lias been acting as
a guide for hunters for the past several weeks. Mr. Pincetl was accompanied by Fred Schealleu of Chicago
and Ed Thomas of Trinidad, ana the
hunt, which lasted two weeks, proved
successful. Mr. Pincetl says that he
lias several eastern people whom he
will guide over the mountains m
hunts during the coming spring and
summer.
NOTICE

You jjo to the man who knows
deliver the foods

GF.OCEHS,

Obiad Maloof is having plans drawn
for a two story building to be located
on Bridge street between the building now occupied by Mr. Maloof and
the Winternitz building. The lower
floor of the building wiill be designed
for use as a store, while the second
floor will be fitted out for use as a
dwelling.
--

1

Overland Automobiles

n--

T
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store
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TWO ORCHESTRAS FOR

T!iE;FlE!fS

BALL

S I M I SON'S ' AND

ZATIONS

COOK'S
ORGANI
ARE SECURED BY
E. ROMEROS

That there may be continuous and
at their annual Washington's Birthday dance,' the members of
the-E- .
Romero' Hose and Fire company have engaged two orchestras for
that big event. The Simison orchestra, a favorite with Las Vegas people,
will play the dances
and encores,
while an orchestra headed by Mrs.
James Cook will play between the
dances. The Simison orchestra has
secured a large amount of the newest
music, and its program at the Wash
ington's Birthday dance undoubtedly
Mrs. Cook plays
will be
quite regularly for the smaller dances,
where a full orchestra Is not required,
and is an excellent "musician. Doubtless she will have a good organisation
playing with her.5 The firemen promse something entirely new ana artis
tic in the way of souvenir programs
good musio

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use of gifts.

AUTOS FOR

LEWIS IN SANTA FE
The new plumbing and tinning shop
opened by Lewis & Lengsfeld will add
another institution to Santa Fe's list
of business men that should result In
mutual profit. The shop will be
equUpped with every facility that will
enable them to turn out work lr. the
most modern and satisfactory manner.
Mr. Lewis was connected for 20 years
with the firm of Lewis & Vogt at Las
Vegas and may be remembered by
some of our old timers as the tinner
who did the work on the fjrat capitol
Mr. Lengsfeld has been in
building.
Santa Fe with one of the local con
cern and! his work has already .netn
pmnqjinced first class in every re
spectSanta Fe New Mexican.

I

I0TAL NEARLY 1,309
SEVENTEEN MEMBERS OF GRAND
ARMY POST AVERAGE 71
YEARS OF AGE

That the members of the Grand
Army of the Republic are rapidly at
taining old age and that their
ranks are. diminishing fast with the
flight of time is becoming generally
realized over the entire United States.
Twenty years ago these men were
staunch and hale, but now they are
seen with grey heads and lingering
steps that bring a sign of sadness1 to
every truly patriotic citizen. Twenty
years from now will see only the last
handful of those faithful patriots who
years ago fought tin a war that result
ed In the United States becoming a
most powerful and truly united nation.
Last night the local post of the G.
A. R. held a meeting and as a result
of a comparison of years It was found
that the average of the members is
71 years and eight months. The total
years of the 17 members present last
,.,.,.,
night, was 1,218.
At the meeting the wflowlng offlL
cers were installed for the coming
year: Dr. F. B. Olney, commander of
the post; Dr. William Sparks, vice
oommander; A. H. Whitmore, junSor
vice commander; J. H. Ross, adjutant;
John Shank, treasurer and chaplain;
B. Burton, officer of the day; J.
F. Gonzales, officer of the guard.
HAIL IN PUEBLO
Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 28 Hail stones
as large as small marbles; fell here
this afternoon, accompanied by a decided drop in temperature. In the vanguard of a storm that Is predicted will
sweep fais section of Colorado before
night A cold wave with heavy snow
is forecasted.
Cold in "Little London"
Colorado Springs, Colo., Jan. 28.
1
Snow began falling here about
o'clock this afternoon. The fall was
accompanied by a severe drop In tem-

perature.

n

Seventh street.

that?
think that Ford could sell his machines if they
did not stand up?

YACHT
IN

Because over half the cais made are Fords.

Did you ever think of
Do you

REEF

Do you think Ford could sell his machines

if he was

banding his customers lemons?
NOI

He has built up his business mainly through the
help of enthusiastic and satisfied customers. '

int

MILLIONAIRE AND ENGLISH
ROYAL GUESTa PICKED UP
BY LINER

iew York, Jan. 2S. Frederick W
Vanderbilt and partyl among them the
uuKe and Duchess of Manchester,' will
come direct to New York on board the
unnea rujt, company steamer Alml
rante, reaving the Vanderbilt yacht
warrior stranded off the northwest
coast of Colombia.
worq to this effect was received
here today by the United Fruit company from Captain W. H. Devan, com
mander of the Almirante, on whose
boat the Vanderbilts sought refuge af
ter the yacht grounded. In a wireless
message sent via New Orleans Cap
tain Devan said:
,"F, W. Vanderbilt and party none
rne worse for mishap. Say Warrior
caught on coral reef; believe she can
be saved. Party decided to continue
'to New York on Almirante.
Due at Colon today, the, 'Almirante
will sail thence for Jamaica and
should arrive in New York on Thursday next

REMEMBER

THE PRICE, $615.00, F. 0. B. Las Vegas.
Call up Vegas 424, and let us send a man around with
a machine. and show you.
Remember also that we are sole agents for Firestone
Tires. More miles per dollar than any tire made.

r Las

v

VEdAs

ford sales

co.

4

Searched by Wireless
New Orleans, La., Jan. 28. All during the night and early today the
wireless here was silence as to the
fate of Frederick W. Vanderbilt's
yacht Warrior, which wrfit aground on
the coast of Colombia today.
Operators of two companies fcere
heard vessels in the Gulf of Mexico
calling the Warrior almost continuous
ly, but heard no answer. This was
not considered significant, however, as
the Warrior's wireless apparatus has
not sufficient power to communicate
with stations that usually operate with
New Orleans stations.

'Ay. V.A'

h

. 'li

E. D. Raynolds. Vice

"

Jefferson Reynolds, President.

President

fiw.

B

Hallet RaynoWs, Cashier.

vice President.

tt.rE.Uoke, Assistant

.

Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.'

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

interest Paid on

Time Deposits

BANKS WILL DECIDE

Trinidad has Snow
now
Trinidad, Colo., Jan. 2S.
o'falling here shortly before 2
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
clock, followed by a etiarp
drop in
temperature. A strong northeast wind
FOUND Fob. Owner mrr obtain by is
blowing.
proving property and paying for adv.
1051

When you think Automobile, think Ford."
Why?

VANDERBILT

j

OLD SOLDIERS' AGES

TO TAXPAYERS

Notice is hereby given that the tax
roll for A. D. 1913 has been received
in the treasurer's office. The first
half of the 1913 taxes Is now due and
will become dellnriupnt on February
10, subject to a penalty of 1 per cent
KUGEMO ROMERO,
per month.
Treasurer and Collector.

Ford Talks

;
I

Miss Marguerite Cluxtsn, piano solo,

I

Ill

BRIDGE STREET

Bourbon

25

SPREADS LIKE BUTTER.

28,

PROGRAM TONIGHT

LOCAL NEWS

I

3

JANUARY

Subscribe for The

Ops

Portland, Ore., Jan. 28. "Where
would the most favorable location for
a regional bank be in your territory?"
This question, according to Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo and Secretary of Agriculture Houston, who
were in Portlandtoday en route to
Seattle, Is to be asked of every national bank in the country.
A circular letter, now being prepared, isi to be mailed to the 7,500 na
tional banks. Information gained in
this way, it was announced, will assist
the organization committee of the new
currency system to decide the regional
bank cities as much as testimony at
the hearings.

SUFFRAGETTES TRY TO
,
INVADE

CABINET

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WC1K

DONE AT OUR SECP

GUARANTEED FOR

IJS FEEFECTIESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

R00I1

THEY RIDE THROUGH GUARD OF
POLICE IN LONDON IN AN
AUTOMOBILE

London, Jan. 28. Militant
uffra- gettes today made a bold attempt to
break into a meeting of the British
cabinet council, sitting at the official
residence of Premier Asquith in
Downing street An automobile belonging to the Women's Social and
Political union, with a woman chauffeur at the wheel, and filled with suffragettes, dashed from. Whitehall Into
Downing street before the line of police, stationed' outside the Asquith residence, realized what was going on.
When the driver refused to obey the
order of the police inspector on duty
to retire from the street, the entire
party of women were placed under
arrest and taken to the police headquarters at Scotland Yara.
A Deferred Wedding
The women were
at
Bow Street, where three refused to give
their names and were entered in the
charge book under numbers. The other one, who bad acted as driver, said
she was Miss Virtue and was the
private secretary of "General" Mrs.
Flora Drummond, a prominent suffragette. Miss Virtue is said to be engaged to marry a Montana rancher as
soon as women have been granted th2
vote in Great Britain.. ,f
Fitch of the suffruseltes made a
short speech in court about the ill
treatment of women In jail. All the
prisoners were bound over to be of
good behavior for six months.
later-arraigne-
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to reach him was in 'a way
for his imprisonment

respon-sibl- o
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TOAT;. SOLDIERS

MOTOR MAN jS KILLED
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 23. 'Two crowded suburban cars on the Buffalo, Lake-Eri- e
PRESIDENT PARDON8 MAN WHO
and Western railroad collided
head-oWROTE COMPLAINING OF
at high speed in "Lackawanna,
TREATMENT
a suburb, today. John Doyle, one of
,
the motormen, was klffed. Neany all
Washington, Jan. 2S. "Pardoned of the 75 passengers on the two cars
were injured, but none of those hurt
with pay, W. W."
With those words written in pencil will die.
on a memorandum President Wilson
n

,

today gave freedom to Prlvnto Clarence L. Georse of the armv tdgnal
months
corps, who had scrvcfl
f Leaven-y-ortI
of a year's sentence l'
,
letters
Kansas, for
about his superiors to Secretary Tumulty. The letters Georce wrote never
reached the secretary, hut went bock
who cuiirt
to hi3 commanC
' t""
1. a ii of dis ip'me.
mnrtialed him
Secretary. Tumulty appealed to the
president to pardon the man on the
ground that the failure of the letters
.
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MEASURE

RUNS GAUNTLET

Washington, Jan. 28. Attempts in
the house today to substitute the senate Alaska bill for the measure pending,' failed for lack of unanimous consent. The rules committee is expected to vote next Wednesday on a
rule to make the change. During the
debate today the proposal to ha ve the
government build the railroad ran a
gauntlet of attack and support.
Subscribe for The Optic.

